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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The function of the expert, as set out in JOB DESCRIPTION TRI-081-SFB (SF/ID) 

included- 

Surveying the plastics processing industries of Trinidad & Tobago in order 

to assess their expansion potential and the potential for establishing new ones, with 

a view to: 

1. Identify ing various plastics products which should be considered for manufacture 

in Trinidad & Tobago and prepare an assessment of their economic feasibility. 

2. Assess the potential market for such products not only in Trinidad & Tobago but also 

in the CARIFTA   area and other countries. 

3. Recommend an appropriate process, various raw-materials including those from 

the petrochemical industry, and equipment for the manufacture of such products. 

4. Assess CARIRI's role in the promotion of the plastics industry and recommend 

various services which CARIRI should aim at offering, including the facilities 

needed for such services. 

The following modifications were made to the Job Description which necessitated 

extending the duty tour from three months to four months. 

1. In addition to visiting plastics processors visits were made to a representative 

selection of plastics consumers in order to facilitate the assessment of markets. 

2. Concentrate upon and delineate those areas offering maximum potential for 

expansion, primarily In terms of import substitution. 
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I.    Tlw final results of the survey would be In the form of pre-fuasibility recom- 

mendations rather than full scale feasibility studies. 

4.     Present a Seminar for CARIRI staff on the Classification and Major Applications 

of Plastics and reproduce it In a form suitable for Internal publication. 

f.    Coordinate the organization of a one day Symposium on Plastics Technology 

containing contributions from the University of the West indies a.id industry. 

Prepare a paper on "Reinforced Plastics" for contribution to the Symposium. 

«.    Subscribe to the public relations exercises designed to extend the knowledge 

of CARlRI's activities throughout industry by participating in ràdio and 

television broadcasts. 

The expert would like to acknowledge the willing  cooperation he received from all 

members of CARIRI staff and compliment the management on gathering together áuci 

an effective team.   In particular his grateful thanks are due to the Director and 

Co-Director, Messrs. EUv Sodahl and Hollls Charles; his counterparts , M essr*. 

Garry Voss and Sidney Thomas and the secretarial staff for their willing efforts 

la typing the Seminar papers, Symposium papers and this report. 

1,0 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

.1 THERMOPLASTICS CONVERSION 

1.1.1 Ae existing and intended converters already have plans for expansion and diversificatk,* 

expansion, at thl3 stage, can reasonably be left to them. 

1.1.2 A coordinating body should be formed for chi» sector to promote such activities as Mr3 * 

of injection and other moulds, dissemination of Information as plant capacities and 

avoidance of over-dupllcaticn of products. 



2. .1.3      A feasibility study on the possibility of local manufacture of cast polymethly 

methacrylate sheet in order to expand the already existing thermoformlng 

applications by vertical integration. 

2.2 SYNTHETIC RESIN MANUFACTURE 

*      2.2.1        Feasibility studies on the possible establishment of a synthetic resin manufacturing 

unit (or units) for the manufacture of: 

a.    Oil modified allwd resins and unsaturated polyester resins. 

b.   Vinyl polymer and co-polymer latices. 

2.2.2 Prior to considering the feasibility of manufacturing phenolic and am inopi ast 

resins either the manufacture of bagasse board and/or the manufacture of such 

thermosetting resin conversion products as decorative laminates and automotive 

filters, should become established. 

2.2.3 Feasibility studies of the manufacture of decorative laminates and automotive 

filters. Initially from imported pre-impregnated papers. 

If these jive a positive  result the feasibility of establishing a paper and fabric 

Imprepating unit should be studied. 

2.3 THE ROLE OF CARIRI 

2.3.1        CARIRI should maintain Its effort to strengthen Us liaison with educational and 

government bodies In order to maximise the use of Its technical services.   As an 

interim measure organize or collaborate in the organization of. symposia in 

plastics. 

*     2.3,2       CARIRI should acquire and review their existing equipment against British Standard 

and A.S.T.M. specifications for plastics materials and products. 
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1.1*1       GAMI! IMVM Mitai Ut pat«* tattritatltt «trvtett fc/ tttultttit* «f ittttftd 

•riti* Pat«* AMrMfMftNt vttwftttt affctr fctvtftj ftjrtrtd tad ttuéttd ttt 

Ktfwtré »ti Ctittlftad Indicts. 

1.1.4       CAURI tkotild ttftgt ti» ttrvtot» tf t tetti wtttwrltl tilt «Ut*, ttpevittttd Ut 

1.4 r«THER yNjpP MATH»« AMWTAMCl 

t. 4.1       It it rttotMMtdtd tfctt ftirthtr abort ttrm tttittftti it ttttrittet with ttt 

M» Dtterlptitt ttt tut ot ptp w tf ttli rtatvt bt ftwt» It CAROII. 
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MAIN   SECTION 

3.0 In conducting the survey of the Plastics Industry in Trinidad and Tobago a preliminary 

study of published statistics (1) revealed their inadequacy.     Based upon the Standard 

Industrial Classification Code they are derived purely from data obtained from 

Customs & Excise, giving no direct indication of domestic production and grouping 

all imported plastics raw-materials together with certain plastics finished-products 

under one heading   'Synthetic Plastics Materials'.    It was therefore deemed 

necessary to rely mainly upon information obtained during interviews in order to 

establish actual usage of plastics. 

Published statistics have however been tabulated in Table 1 to Indicate overall trends. 

Per capita consumption of plastics, based upon aggregating items, 1 to 8, having 

deducted direct exports, has risen from 5.09 lbs. in 1966 (population assumed 994,850) 

to 19.4 lbs. in 1971  (population assumed 1.027,000).    These figures are uncorrected 

as they Include synthetic resins incorporated In paint and varnish media a high propor- 

tion of which is exported.    Assuming an average synthetic resin content of 25% In 
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TABLE    1 

IMPORT - EXPORT    STATISTICS MATERIALS    EMBODYI! iC    ' :.ASriCS    AND RESINS 

A.    IMPORTS (lbs x 1,000,000 unless otherwise stated) 

S.I.T. Product 1966         1967 1968              1969 1970 1971 

599.01.01 Synthetic plastics 
materials. 

3.6S1        5.038 5.029           9.451 10.614 10.602 

S99.01.02 Plastics sheeting for 
household use  (Sq.yds 
x 1,000,000) 

1.32«           2.249 1.900 1.862 

641.07 

841.07 

821.09.99 

661.09.091 

899.07.01 

899.07.02 

B. EXPORTS 

599.01.01 

599.01.02 

641.07 

Impregnated and coated 
paper and paperboard 
(Includes laminates) 

Plastic clothing 

Plastic furniture 

Plastic building 
materials 

Plastic tableware 

Plastic household 
articles 

Synthetic plastics 
materials 

Plastic sheeting for 
domestic use (sq.yds 
x 1,000,000) 

Impregnated and 
coated paper and 
paperboard 

1.159 2.790 2.831 6.745 5.722 

0.0656  0.0998 0.190 

O.O018 

0.0049  0.0020   0.0026 

841.07 Plastic clothing - - - 

821.09.99 Plastic furniture 0.0167 0.1740 0.O670 

661.09.091 Plastic building 
materials 

- - C.O002 

899.07.01 Plastic tableware 0.00784 0.00782 0.0207 

899.07.02 Plastic household 
articles 

0.00351 0.00267 0.00139 

TOTALS    (Excluding 599.01.02) 

IMPORTS 5.161 8.253 8.472 

EXPORTS 0.0985 0.1297 0.MH9 

BALANCE (Imports 
over Exports) 5.063 8.123 S.170 

6.500 

- - - 39.87 - - 

0.6676 0.7132 0.3925 0.173 0.105 0.1:2 

- - 0.0624 0.594 0.1909 0.1651 

0.04086 0.06705 0.1184 0.1958 0.1379 O.lTrS 

0.2430 0.2767 0.393 0.3754 0.6132 0.4S1 

0.313 0.358 CHI 

0.0017 0.0007 0.ÚC65 

0.0116 0.0397 0.Û226 

0.065 

0.0317 0.0206 0.0043 

0.0542 0.0357 0.02;S 

0.0488 0.0406 0.C3S'' 

0.00104 0.0165 C.C12» 

17.535        17.583      18.014 

0.4620       0.4911      0.2727 

17.073        17.092      17.741 



exported paint and varnish media UMN figures are adjusted to ! 03 and Id. 5 lbs. 

respectively.    While even the review! figure« car.not be regarded as having 

absolute meaning comparison of the 1068 figure with the per capita conaumpt. on in 

other developing countries (2) Indicates that Trinidad and Tobago enjoys an averagely 

high consumption. 

Country Population 
(million) 

12.1 

Per Capita 
(lbs/head} 

1.87 

Country 

Argentina 

Population 
(mill ion) 

Per Capita 
libe/bead» 

Algeria 12.7 7.16 

Brazil 83.1 1.90 China (Taiwan)     12.8 1.28 

Columbia 20.3 I. »6 Congo 16.0 0.62 

Gambia 3.8 1.06 India 496 0.249 

Indonesia 107.8 0.294 Iran 16.8 2.03 

Kenya 9.6 6.85 Lebanon 1.8 19.4 

Malaysia 96 0.979 Mexico 44.1 6.3 

Morocco 13.7 1.72 Pakistan 108 0.346 

Phillip Ines 33.4 3.3 Thailand SI.8 Lit 
United Arab 
Republic 30.1 0.94 Veaeswla 9.9 6.9 
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Al • teff« proportion of the Items Imported under 590.Ol. Ol are such that they 

•say be converted ami exported («der other headings     thev figures for the balance 

et Imports over export« do not give an accurate picture. 

Ti* apparent flattening of the growth curve from 1969 to 1071, in additlcn to reflect- 

tag ne» political dliqulet occurring during thle period« could also Indicate possible 

nyproaohing saturation of certain local markets.    In particular« the sharp growth 

I0Ü could be indicative of the encroachment of plastics Into fields previously 

by traditional materials with a significant degree of saturation by 1969/71. 

Thii situation being typified by the use of decorative laminates in the manufacture 

of torniture.    It can therefore be expected that future growth in such fields I A 

Itstty 9o reflect a truer picture of actual market expansion. 

ft» else of Mie Trinidad and Tobago market la such that, eve« allowing for the 

IWKlMlity of exporting to other CA RIFT A and other countries within reasonable 
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distane«;  is luoh that for any particular itsm of manufacture only one manufacturing 

unit may enjoy viability.    It la also necessary that the relatively high degree of 

protection such as Is at present afforded, particularly during the initial stages of 

growth is maintained.  Such protection, however, must be carefully gauged to ensure 

that It Is not used to facilitate the manufacture of materials of inferior quality or at 

Inflated prlcea. 

The area surveyed can be conveniently sub-divided Into thermoplastics conversion 

and fabrication products, classified in termi of processing techniques, and synthetic 

resin usage over a range of applications. 

3.1 Thermoplastics Conversion Producta 

Thla section comprises the manufacture of products by moulding, extrusion and 

related processes In which the basic starting materials consist of Imported com- 

pounded moulding powders.   The forming, fabricating of Imported sheet both 

Imported and Indigenously manufactured film, and the conversion of Imported 
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fibres other than In the manufacture and conversion of synthetic fibre ftbrlce.    For 

convenience the use of thermoplastics emulsions Is discussed In Section 3.2 of this 

report. 

Some twenty-one organizations Involved In this sector were visited, ranging from 

relatively large concerns engaged In extrusion and moulding processes to small 

ooaoerns engaged In relatively simple operations such ae thermoformlng. 

general the larger and medium organizations were found to be either affiliated 

to or subsidiaries of larger overseas concerns who In many cases exercised 

vtgilsace In respect of process control and quality control of finished producta, 

The same overseas organisations assumed a high degree of responsibility with 

regard to supervisory and operative training! particularly during the Introductory 

• of new product manufacture. 
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ta the mor« captiti Intenti ve convento« proceeeee, particularly Inj te t Ion moulding 

and extruaton. considerable concern waa expreaaed regarding ih« high coat of auch 

toot« aa mould« and diei In ral at Ion to ta* ala« of the local and CAR! FT A market». 

Owing to the acare I ty of trained tool maker a In Trinidad and Tobago ulmost complete 

reliance had to be placed on imported machinery and toola.     Among the injection 

moulder« tome plana are already being mad« to exploit the poealbility of obtaining 

mourna on a loan or exchange batti and uemoteMadly euen a practice eeeuld be> peraued 

te maximum advantage. 

S.I.I.       Polyvinyl chloride and vinyl chloride co-poly aw • 

1.1.1.1.    Coaeumptioo and Trenda 

With ourrent ooneu motion of PVC oompounda In plaatlciaed and rigid PVC and 

vtaylobiorid« acetate co-polymer la tke order of 1, HO tone p. n. • all of wklck la 

I. it la doubtful wkether ladigenoua compounding would be juetlfled at tale 

Ita». pewtUmlarly M It would lavolve newvy duty coinpoundmg «qulpneat.    Ne 
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• wnfe. fotuid of production involving the UM of PVC pastes. 

With Us» exception of gramophone record compound«, In which the tcrkp from de- 

flashing ami trimming WAS in the order of 35(£» all respondents re-cycled a sub- 

stantial proportion of their scrap. 

of respondents had been In operation for a relatively short periodi thus 

figures obtained are inadäquate to provide meaningful forecasts of future PVC 

Among the organizations which have commenced operation via ring 

years» It has been the practice to Initially cater for the Trinidad and Tobego 

the« expand into the CAM Í FT A market.    Expansion into other markets, such 

America« Is difficult as these are frequently highly protoctod by import 

.    Thla situation in parallelled with the other a#ctlon£ contained in this report. 

w¥k expansion In production of existing lines and diversification consumption 
% 
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of PVC compounds might well double during the next five years, It It, not posslblu 

to foresee a likelihood of polymer manufacture being Justified. 

Imported PVC film and leather cloth Is being used In a variety of fields, particu- 

larly to furniture manufacture (upholstery), household goods (tablecloths, curtaining 

etc.) and In automotive assembly (upholstery and linings).    In the last Instance It is 

Imported In the form of shaped profiles sometimes high frequency bonded to a backing 

layer.    This hlghfrequency welding technique has been established in Venezuela tut It 

It understood that the plant Is not working to capacity.    A very minor interest has 

Wen expressed In manufacturing bags and Inflatabies by high frequency welding.    In 

view of the Mattered nature of the markets for film and leathercloth no specific study 

wai made of this area.    It was accepted that consumption was not adequate to justify 

ia manufacture In the light of the high capital Intensity 

3.1.0.1.   IWMWito» Plans 

Certain organisations visited were either In the planning stage for titers?*lng pro- 
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duction of Items currently being manufactured or diversification into other lines. 

The latter embodied the following proposals:  Blow moulded bottles for soft 

drinks etc.    A know-how deal is under consideration with an Austrian firm already 

manufacturing In Venezuela.    This could also embrace such items as feeding 

bottles in polycarbonate.    Another firm Intends to Install an additional machine 

specifically for this purpose. 

Footwear:   The firm manufacturing Injection moulded PVC sandals Is considering 

extending Us equipment to handle expanded PVC and Is acquiring a facility to manu- 

facture PVC Wellington boots.    In this latter Item they consider that the market, 

mainly among oil-field workers and in agriculture could be In the order of 150,000 

pairs. 

Expansion in the capacity for Insulated cable Is also under consideration.    Of perhaps 

the greatest Importance has been the recent acquisition by one respondent of a Henschel 

High Spead Mixer.   This Is currently being used for their own powder blending of U-PVC 
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oompounds on a limited scale but they foresee the poaslbltlty of extending Its use 

to embrace compounding on a trade bail». 

3.1.&      Polyoleflnea 

Of the firm« vlatted the total consumption of polyoleflnea is currently In the order 

of tilSB tons p.a. distributed between : 

Low Density Polythene    -     1» 250 tons p. a. 

High Density Polythene   -        TS6   "    " 

Polypropylene -       1*0   M    " 

Deep tie tím rapid growth In the manufacture of fttm It would appear tliai significant 

quantities continue to be Imported in the form of film as such and In the form of 

simple baga.   Ai by far the largest amount of this Is for packaging purposes Us 

•te It «•trlbuted over a wide range of Industries,   to order that estimates could 

be nate far the quantities involved it would be necessary to undertake ?. s->parato 

0 
oervey.    On a quality basis tt would appear that the clarity of Indigenously produced 

LD polytbeae film Is inferior to that of some Imported grades.    With the advent of. • 

blows fttm extradera and the possibility of Improving qualities the hitherto rapid 
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expansion In polythene film production should continue. 

During the survey one manufacturer Interested In obtaining polypropylene battery 

boxes was visited.    He was consequently put In tough with an Injection moulder who 

had a machine of adequate shot weight capacity.    The possibility of the battery 

manufacturer's parent company supplying the necessary moulds on a loan basis la 

now being eonsldtred. 

High density polythene Is finding extensive use In the manufacture of various bottles 

tad containers.    This market continues to expand not only from the aspect of Import 

substitution but also with continuing encroachment into glass containers.    One manu- 

facturer Is currently negotiating for the manufacture of magnesia and liver salts 

bottles In polythene. 

A major detergent manufacturer cannot completely obtain his requirements from loom 
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source* and to continuing to Import a proportion ui hl» H, ü, polythelia little 

requirement». 

Polypropylene and» to a leaser extent» high density polythene, are oo\:tiwir.¿- \o 

•»croach upon the use of sisal and nanti?, tn the r.ianufao'.v.r ;; oí rop¿-a îJ..'
1
 covone. 

Currently however all the yarn uaed for this purpose is imported.    Thd possibility 

of uelng Indlgenoualy manufactured ivlated» fibrilluted polypropylene iUm is beu:-' 

MMtátrtd.    The use oí polypropylene monofilament yam in contila; to cjrdr^t 

tppltoatlona where iuperlor abrailon resUtanoe l§ required. 

The tarpa* film manufacturer effected a ee&atderable expane ion in capacity by 

•ftfttlrh* the lay-flat tubing plant of another manufacturer, whea thty went 

tlptftttoa.    Thus» It t* possible thai their cnpilal investment lo produsttw». i ut'.g 

to their profitability. 

m i» pteáUfttMi «i pe4jroleflne Itimi« plant* ai« dittributtd tinrogaci* t tv 
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Caribbean and the North Eastern coasi of Soe.th America.    Tim? r^ri:.;!- low; io 

be somewhat geographically restricted.    Currently chere is nc ¿Igi^rican». ;ao;--.M »i. 

productlon of pigmented heuvy gauge LD polythene filnij moat of tt be »Tig Impo? í .' 

from the Jamaican plant of a largo manufacturing oorapary» who *U'.;o\i<jh Ivmri«? .:. 

can manufacturiug plant in Trinidad and wide interosts, in the ploct'c    . ;    ' T. • ;JO 

United Kingdom» do not contemplate local plastics conversion. 

1.1.1.1.    Expansion plans and potential« 

I» the field of polyoleftnes tt appears that the greatest Interest in «r'r.*:iin oy 

diversification lies in fibrillation of polypropylene and ih; rm-mnactur^ of enri 

products» such as i wove« sacks therefrom.   Such sacké have signifies ;\<t*..::i..i 

•M in packaging commodities including augur» fertilisai à un'-i banane J :üI¿ :.rc 

eurrently being imported under the trade name "Valer ;?n,:. 

firm of sales and Import agents Intend to Invert In plastics coûver&i'.n and 

are ourrently negotiating with a Canadian organlztitt-rûi which apocialii •-.?. •-.*    m .¡-.W.* 
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•cal« injection moulding! particularly household art lela«.    The object of their 

association would be to obtain know-how and effect      an Interchange of mould* 

on a reciprocal contract hire basis.    Planned production runs of 50,000 to 

60i000 Items per mould are envisaged with estimated sales rising to TT|2,70Ô,00Û 

during the third year of operation.    Although potentially using a variety of thermo» 

plastlcsi the use of high density polythene, Imported from Puerto Rico, would 

predominate. 

3.1.3*      Styrene polymers and copolymers 

Although injection moulding of small items in general purpose grades of polystyr 

is being carried out, it is on a comparatively small scale and caters for the local 

market almost exclusively.    One item predominates, the disposable forks used for 

'Chicken N Chips'.    One small manufacturer, who is primarily a manufacturer of 

polymethylmethacrylate signs Is successfully supplying the market In con séquence 

of which he Is likely to face competition In the near futuro as th« market Is probably 

Insufficient for two moulders. 
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A plant for the manufacture of foamed polyatyrene articles was established by a 

manufacturer who has since disposed of It to another organization and concentrated 

on the manufacture of foamed polyurethane.    The second manufacturer appears to 

be successfully operating the process but Is only utilising 25% of his potential capacity. 

The demand for high-impact polystyrene sheet, particularly for vacuum formed 

refrigerator liners» has expanded rapidly and Is confidently expected to continue to 

more than double by 1974. 

Attempts have been made to produce Injection moulded disposable cups, plates and 

•now cone cases from multi-impression moulds.    These however did not show a 

high enough profitability and were abandoned about two years ago. 

3.1.S.I.   Expansion plans 

Injection Moulding.    On« company la In the process of installing a 76 gm. moulding 
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machine to produce «mili Items Including cambe, «crewcap closure*, industrial 

containers and pill boxo, mainly In general purpos* and high Impact polystyrene. 

They Intend to order later this year a vacuum forming plant to produco containers 

for food etc. and bottles by the bonded halve« technique. 

A Pencil Factory, who have hitherto aeeembled ball point peni from Imported 

component«, are currtntly Installing a machine to Injection mould the clear barrels. 

Two Sign Manufaetnref • have ordered Injection moulding equipment (6 o*. y not 

weight) to produce disposable fork«, loe cream cup« etc« 

ffw—* pw^.tion and Vacuum forming 

Two organlaatlona art consldevlng the manufacture oí expanded polystyrene cheec, 

by the annular extrusion proceae. tor vacuum forwlnj.   One company interdi to m. 

Hart vaewun forming egg hem«, and drinking cup« first from Imported sheet ^ 

before finalising on manufacturing their own eh«*t. 
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OM firm It considering extruding High impact polystyrene sheet Initially for Its 

own conversion and then for the local market.   In this project it is possible» 

however, that they may seek the collaboration of a prominent extruding organisation. 

Both Sign manufacturers who are currently vacuum forming PMMA are considering 

extending their operations to include vacuum forming articles from ABS and High 

impact polystyren«. 

On« firm who Is at present solely concerned with paper conversion (cartone, drink- 

ine itrawa etc.) is currently negotiating for the purchase of equipment to manufacture 

drinking straws In High Impact polystyrene.   They are aleo purchasing vacuum form» 

Inf equipment for drinking cups which will most probably be fabricated from polythene 

and polypropylene. 

••*•*.      Poiymethyl Methecrylate 

Thermo-formlng of PMMA ti entirely based upon the use of imported cast 
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ta Trinidad mioh a targa* oould be expected to be achieved in three or fouv j«u's. 

Allowing tor til« re-ua« oí monomer produced by depolymerlRlng scrap this would 

Approximately M tont o< virgin monoratr per annum. 

CARIBI hftt eubmltted a proposal to th« entrepreneur that they undertake a rompete 

feasibility etudy for such a project.   The proceae la described lu a report <4) laauca 

IT UKIDO.    Thla report glvaa an excellent guide to the procesa but omits to Includa 

to the partial use) of monoaaer produced by the depolymerlzatlon of poly - 

BMtlirlnetaacrylate ecrap. which oaa make a algnlflcant contribution to the viability 

af th* prootaa.    MMMIM auch a proeaaa be undertaken It would cnabl« other items io 

he neve* la PMMA, auch as rodi, tubai, blocke ate. and facilitate the establishment 

'af am eneapeaúatlen indue*!* lor the production of aouvenlra and display itams. 

1.1.1.1.  iMsaneton PI 

•tgp manufactura In FMMA la conelderea likely to ooatiaua expanding with tho *. 

tsaalleet manufacturer shortly moving lato a »aw I.D.C. factory and undertaking # 

Mr« IhjrMlhrmtthi.   D»#*lte tha loia of the llghtlnf contract the inâmifaotu. er 
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concerned la confident that Increasing their raage of light fitting a would lead to 

inoreaaed use of PMMA sheet. 

3.1.2.3.   Po»« Ibi e Encroachments 

One sign and lighting manufacturer Is considering the possibility of partially re- 

placing PMMA by cellulose-acetobutyrate In order to obtain an advantage by 

purchasing In rolls.    This Is currently being evaluated for certain smaller lenses 

In the U.K.    It is probably too flexible for uae In display signs.      While PMMA 

Is quite    satisfactory for atrip lights andBS and 250 watt bulbs, It distorta under 

the heat generated by 400 watt bulbs and one firm It seeking an alternative material 

for this application.    Polycarbonate was recommended for tríala and particulars of a 

European manufacturer given. 

1.1.1.4.  Artlflolal teeth 

Some 6 tone per annum of polymethyl methacrylate dough* syrup and monomer le 

ooneumed annually la the manufacture of artificial teeth.   The company la a fully 
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subsidiary» opérât«* tht proceas under strict control from iti Amorleau 

parant to produce tome 50,000 teeth per <Uy.   Willie having an 80<* share oí thú 

Trinidad and Tobago market tht« representa only «bout 1% of their total market* 

the bulk being exported throughout the world, particularly to U.S. A. » Europe, 

Australia and New Zetland. 

I.I ayataettc Beatas 

This aeetton ooniprlse« a study ef those marketa la whioh aynthetlc resina ¿re 

employed aa Ingredienti In other materiale, there being no Indigenous manufacture 

ef aynthetlc reilna of any type.   The object of tht« aapect of the survey being tc 

iittfflfti the condition« aeeessary la «rear to awe«« whether the manufacture cf 

oertata types of aynthetle reala w**dd be justified. 

twenty-four visits to synthette reala usera, and representative      • 

of manufacturera febrloattng erodueu embodying themoaecti% resina 

ta eW eared state.    Tht dlatrtbutloti ef via Ha la «town la Table vn. 
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TABLE XU. 

Distribution ol Visits tn tbe gynthstlo «••te gootor 

No. o Sector 

Paint manufacture 

Adhesivas 

Printing ink« 

Foundries 

Polyurethane foam» 

Automotive Assembly 

Decorative Laminate distribution 

Fibre Board (Bagasse) 

Reinforced Plastics 

Unsaturated polyester body fillers 

Furniture manufacture 

Potential raw-material manufacturer!  S 

Visits % of Sector 

100% 

100% 

100% 

33% 

100% 

33% 

30% (approx.) 

100% 

100% 

For the purpose of assessing the feasibility of reeta msjaufeoture It was deotted te 
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•putitile itala* Mooring to laa t*»t of plant La which they can bo mo*t 

ooovaatootly maaufaottirod.    To« bull for làidi wa« ckcldwJ by the author's 

paperi »a rn aed taajor oteadvaatagoi acerulag fren ueiag poif Ibly uaaatlafactory 

oqvipmeat. 

Oroap !.       Alkyda Mí potweatori maaufamurod la tilgt, temperature (ieo°c to 

IPt°C) Jacfeotod VMHII, aorntaily oll or dowthtrm jacketed. 

II.      Polymer latice* maaufectured I« etoam Jacketed veas «1 E equipped for 

l* efflcleat aclrrtag aad mean* for dallvorlng liquid 

Ipgt atilinta at eootr oiled ratea. 

M.     Aldehyde baaod roatoe* vii. paoaoUea tad amlaoplaeti, manufactured 

la Util Jooiaitad oqulpmoat al temperature* up to approximately \50°c. 

roaatrtag efficient cooling aad stirring. 

WfcUe oortaia roalaa (rom each group caa ba manufactured la the equipment from 

oaotaor gronp tait Inevitably give« rlaa to proMoni« of eloaatng and croaa-contamlna- 

ttoa, nfcloa te ta« oaao of petyiaerlaatlon promota cao eauaa partial or even complex       « 

tattfcttton. 
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'•l'I-      Aitarti tad Unsaturated Polyeaters 

3.1.1.1     Paint tad Printing Ink Manufacturers Alkyd Requirements 

TABLE  XII 

Oll Modified Alkyd Requirements 

Alkyd Typ« Solids 
Oll Length Deacription % Solvent 

Medium Linseed Glycerol        70-7S 

Recent Current 
Growth Demand 
% p.a.    71/72 tone 

Xylene k 25 
white spirit    (overall) 

300 

Long Soya pentaeryth- 
rltol 

Medium Linolen le rich 
linseed 

Medium è Linseed glycerol 
long 

• Soya pentaeryth- 
rltol 

- Safflower 

Medium è Linseed glycerol* 
long 

70-75 

70% 

Others Including soya-   Var 
penta and castor oil 

" Fastest 
growing 

W.g. 

Var 

Styrenated alkyds 

Printing inks Imported ready pigmented based on alkyds 

100 

80 

100 

25 

12 

Sx since 350 
IMS (overall) 

80 

70 

24 

Total: 1,141 

*Hlf-manufactured by fusion process In open pots ^thls would not inhibit purchase 

from a local manufacturer provided that he wae not oompetlng In paint manufacture. 
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la »ddltlon, the Manager of the Trinidad salea company of a large paint and ream 

Manufacturer was Interviewed.   They manufacture paints for the Caribbean area 

to Jamaica.    He was unwilling to dlaclose the information we required awl stated 

that should his company decide to erect a synthetic roaln plant In Trinidad they 

would do so without assistance from any government organization. 

Imports of paint (S.l.C. 633.03.01)  and varnishes  (S.I.C. 533,03.02) for 1971 

totalled 59,857 gallons.    Assuming conservatively that 25$ of this comprised 

alkyd vehicle, this would bring the total to a figure In the order of 1,300 tona. 

The bulk of alkyda Imported Into Trinidad are supplied by a large Dutch manufactur- 

er who compares favourably with other resta manufacturers, in Europe and the 

United States of America, In terms of priée and quality.    Typical prices were 

Qjeoted by respondents as follows :- 

Medium oil length linseed glycerol phthalato (70-T6% solide In White spirit) -  33 eta. 

TT per lb.    Assumed In lots of not less than 10 tons.   Long oil length soya pentaery- 

thrltol (solids as above ) - 41 cts. IT per lb.  do.  Haw Materials;    AU raw mat«-ieN 

would have to be Imported for an indefinite period as the production of even phthallc 

tahydrlde te not currently planned and by-product glycerol from soap manufacture Is 

exported, for refining, to the crude state.    A profile of alkydraanufaoture Is given 

tai Appendix II. 
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».».1.1.    Ultft^Hf** Poljftfrrs 

Currently unsaturated polyester resins are being uMd locally la UM manufacture 

of reinforced plastics and body fillers for automobil«. 

Glass Reinforced Plastics 

Although one company has been producing GRP items for a longer period than their 

competitors, both of whom are currently concentratln§ on the manufacture of power 

boats, they have been overtaken by them In terms of stated resin consumption.    In 

addition to these organizations other plastics fabricators are studying the field and 

oarrylng out experimental production. 

Although the current consumption of unsaturated polyesters In GUP applications le 

relatively small, there Is little doubt that this has a potential for continued rapid 

expansion.    It Is also possible that manufacturers, on a smaller scale than those 

Usted, have been overlooked because of time considerations.    Consequently. UM 

total given la Table 9 should be adjusted to 150 tons.   All the firms listed 

Iteotlons to diversify by expanding their reatje of ORP products 
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Futuri plans Ineludt: 

Building Products - Bagasse board filled modulas for construction 

of recreation chalets etc. similar to those by Wight Plasticai U.K. 

who are using expanded PVC cores. 

Public Transport - bus etc. seats. 

Car bodies - have planned possible production of a GRP buggy body. 

.Baths, sinkst building panels etc. 

- Purpose built GRP furniture. 

In the light of these considerations it Is thought that resin consumption In GRP could 

well reach 500 tons per annum by 1975/76. 

Automotive Body Fillers 

The main supplier of body fillers in Trinidad ft Tobago Is a large paint manufacturer 

who distributes through a local agent.    They claim to have a 75% share.    While they were 

unwilling to disclose quantities Involved» It was stated that the value of their sales amounted 

currently to 1» 200.000 TT$ per annum.    Of their competitors they considered that the 

smaller firm Interviewed held 4-5% of the market, the remainder being distributed between 

a number of smaller manufacturers.    The smaller firm interviewed oontended that the 

market distribution Is : 

The large paint manufacturer 70% 

Themselves 10% 

Others 30% 
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Thoiv current sales, which have been achieved during the last two years, are In 

the order of 25 tona per annum.   Accepting their ligure*, as being the most 

conservative» an overall consumption In the order of 250 tons per annum is probable. 

This would represent approximately 150 tons of resta on the assumption of an approxi- 

mate 40% filler content. 

As undoubtedly their use Is well known to all automotive repair shops. It Is probable 

that this market Is fairly saturated and further growth limited by such factors as 

Increase In the car population, the ability to export to CARIFTA and other countries 

and a possible Increase In 'do-it-yourself' car repairs. 

On the basts of the large paint manufacturer's figures of 1,200,000 lbs. p.a., at 

their current selling prtoes of 12 TTf per gallon and 4 TT$ per quart; an average 

14 TT$ per gallon at a density of 1.2, their sales would represent approximately 

450 tons p.a. of body filler and an approximate total consumption of 270 tons p.a. of 

resin.   The current total consumption of unsaturated polyester resin Is therefore 

In the order of from 800 to 420 tons p.a.   This gives a total demand for oil modified 

alkyds and unsaturated polyesters In the order of from 1930 to 1730 tons. 
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Assuming a growth in the demand for alkyda la a conservative order of f% p. a. • 

the requirements by 1875/76 are likely to be In the order of from 1.970 tona to 

give a combined forecast of from 2,470 tona by 1975/76.    Assuming an average 

batoh production time of 10 hours, Including down time for cleaning etc., and a 

working year of 6,000 hours (50 x 5 days, 3 shifts), this would represent 80% 

oapaolty for one 1,000 gallon or two 500 gallon kettles. 

3.2.1       Synthetlo Latice» 

Particular attention Is given In this section to polymer latloea baaed upon monomers 

which are capable of being reacted at ambient pressure. Those latlces em- 

bodying gaseous monomers are produced by a more limited range of manufacturers, 

frequently by continuous processes. 

Of major Importance in this sector are polyvinyl acetate and vinyl acetate co-polymers, 

both types being utilised mainly In the manufacture of surface coatings and adhesive». 
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TABLEX 

Lmtex Typ» ft 6oUàê Application 

Coti turno* lo« 
Oamtral Tremía 1071/72 

>00 
Vac-vlnyl v«rsam»tt* Iurta«« 

COfttlMft 

«apM axpaaalom 

PVAC         M% •too« 1MB no 

PVAC - high vlaooefcy 
PVAC - low vUcoalty 
VAC flexible copolymer 

> 

> 

Adaoslv«« 
mor« thon trefeted 
alno« IMS. Growth 
rata maintaining 

MKM'71) 

PVAC la vtrtoui vtaooatty 
grades « ©omm«oc«d 1*69 •©<'71) 50-IOOO"Tï 

F.O.B. 

PVAC 
M packaging only I0('7l) 

VAC-ttayUuxyl aoatafto 
oopolymar M 

mlaor quantities only 

TOTAL« f EOtons 

No»«:   OM «urtarne comtlmg rammufacturer tad OM aéneelve mmmufaoturer UM styrene-butadieae 

leticai, ta« tornar aa an alternativ« to PVAC. 

•   Tml« manufacturer la evalumtUig vinyl aoetmle-etnyimeiiyl aorylat« eopolym«r lats* as an 

ajtermntlve to vteyt mmetase-vlmyl veraammte oopolymar« 

AfUllej. 

A variety of oopefrimere of acrylat«« and m«tm»*ryli»o« aro currently metmg uaed om a rapidly 

mtjMMMng teal« to tao eurfec« oootlmga ftoM, partloularly Im automotive fimi eh« s.   They 
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feature auch properties as: 

Tailored properties which respect of flexibility and curability 

Water solubility for electrophoreilc application. 

They may be produced as latlces or in solution.    Certain gradea may also be 

Incorporated Into polishes.    Although currently their use by local manufacturers 

Is small growth may be likely to accelerate In the future.    Current usage by 

respondents amounts to some 25 tons.     They would be capable of manufacture In 

similar equipment to that used for synthetic latlces.    The use of synthetic latlces 

la expanding more rapidly than that of alkyds and should reach the 1,000 tons per 

annum mark within the next five years.    Consideration should therefore be given 

to indigenous production, possibly on a lower priority than that of alkyds and 

unsaturated polyesters. 

During the survey we were informed that two separate surveys Into this field 

have been carried out by U.K. resin manufacturers. 

3.S.3.      Aldehyde Condensation Products 

The applications for resins of this class are distributed over a wide rang« of 

Industrial sectors.    They may function, In the cured state, as biaderà In a 

variety of manufactured produots Including: 

Abrasive produots such as grinding wheels. 

Friction materials, Including brake linings and olutoh faolngs. 

Industrial and decorative laminates and bushings. 

Automotive filters and battery separators. 

Thermos* mouldings, via moulding powders as yet not manufactured here. 
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They may» »I necessary, be compounded with other ingredients and sold In the 

unourod state to manufacturo« In such industrial sectors ait 

Fournir lea, as sand binders. 

Adhäsives manufacturers, for packaging and use per 8«, or as modifiers 

for other adhesivos, e.g. synthetic rubber cements and sealing compounds 

lamp capping cements etc. 

Pulp and paper manufacturers as binder«,   wet strength additives and 

imprégnants. 

Textile manufacturers and dressings» shrink resistant and crease resistant 

additives. 

Polish manufacturers as gloss and hardening agents. 

Rubber products manufacturers as reinforcing and hardening agents etc. 

In the former class such manufacturing Industries have yet to be established in 

Trinidad and Tobago prbr to any demand for resin» but the Industrial Development 

Council have prepared Industrial profiles on abrasive products and friction materials 

which will be assessed later In this report.    In view of the extensive use of ducerai ive 

laminates in the furniture and other sectors an attempt has been made to assess 

demand in order to obtain Indications of the likely viability of indigenous manufacturo 

and of paper Impregatlon and coating which could potentially facilitate the manufacture 

of automotive filters and battery separators.    In this class the viability oí manufatuura 

of this type of reata may well hinge on the succosa of the bagasse boar J project   which ii 

about to go 'on stream'» this la also reviewed later in this report. 
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TABLE    XI 

CONSUMPTION OF ALDEHYDE 1 &BSINS BY ADHESIVES AND SURFACE COATINGS MANUFACTURERS 
• 

visit 
Report 

No. 
Application Resin Ingredient 

Consumption 
General 
Trends 

1971/72 
(tons) 

IS Stoving finishes Butylated aminoplasts 10 
Marine varnishes Substituted phenolics 

i.e. -p-t-butyl or 
octyl phenol resoles 

8 

2 -do- -do- 10-15 
5 Neoprene ceaents -do- Good growth 

for bonding 
decorative 
laminates 

1-10 

Wood adhesivas 
(furniture) 

Spray dried U-F Steady 
growth 

»0 

11 Neoprene cements Substituted phenolics - 1/4 
Rubber reinforcing 
(ply adhesion) 

C.N.S.L. modified 
phenolic H-Xh 

12 Wood adhesivas Spray-dried U-F Increasing Esté 20 

-do- Liquid phenolic 
(hot or cold curing) 

12 

22 Neopr^ne cements Substituted phenolics 
•«bodied in imported 
adhesiva 

* 10 

TOTAL lit to 
14« tens 
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In the latter class the following contributing factor! wore ascertained : 

1.    Foundriepi   The foundry manager Interviewed confirmed that his organization 

¡deo functioned as the distributor of products for a large foundry products 

manufacturer and that none of the three foundries on the Island use synthetic 

resin binders.    H Is foundry and to a lesser extent the others had adopted the 

C02 process Involving the use of sodium silicate as binder. 

2. Pulp and Papor:    No paper mills exist as yet.    Tentative enquiries have been 

made of CARIRI with respect to establishing a manufacturing procese for pulp 

moulded egg trays, from scrap newsprint.   This project could ultimately 

Involve the use of a urea-formaldehyde binder. 

3. Textiles: Although there la a well established garment industry no w eavlug Is 

carried out. 

4. Adhesive and surface coatings manufacturers were visited and their use cf aldehyde 

resins Is given In Table II. 

5. Polishes,    it was understood tliattltiK>u«hpd^ 

none are Indigenously manufactured.    In any event formaldehyde resina, in 

particular substituted phenol resole«, are only used to minor proportions. 
•> 

I.   Minor quantities of rubber reinforcing phenolic« ars being used In the manufacture 

of radial ply tyres, yts up to only l| tons per annum.   No visit wis made to the 

other rubber manufacturer. 
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la conséquence of these findings It becomes obvious that the manufacture of aldehyde 

resine should be put on a lower priority than those In the other groups, unless such 

manufacture Is preceded by the establishment of a relatively large capacity process, 

such as bagasse board and/or decorative laminates. 

S.S.3.2.   Binder Requirements for Bagasse Board 

The bagasse board plant Is scheduled to go   'on stream'   In August 1972.     It is 

designed to produce 36 tons per day (10,000 tons per annum) by the end of 1973, in 

accordance with the following target schedule: 

August, 1972 to January 1973 

January 1973 to June 1973 

June/July 1973 

1 shift per day 

2 shifts per day 

3 shifts per day for 280 stream 
days per annum. 

It Is further anticipated that Its capacity will be expanded to 48 tons per day, possibly 

within two to three years. 

For general purpose boards the binder will consist of a spray dried urea-formaldehyde 

rtsln to the following specifications : 

Specific gravity at 20°C. 

Viscosity at 20°C. 

pH 

Free formaldehyde 

Cure 

1.20  <* 0.05 

200 to 8,000 ops. at 80% solids. 

7.5  -4  0.5 

1.0  ¿   0.5% 

Conventional ammonium chloride 
hardener. 

fa 
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for special purpose, moisture resistant grades, the binder will consist of a 

liquid phenol-formaldehyde resole. 

With an average binder content of Sg %. tue distribution of general purpose to 

special purpose boards is expected to be In Lhe order of 9ü : 10. 

Although the project is based upon the use of Imported resins It Is understood that, 

once established, preference would be given to the use of Indigenously produced 

resins.    Should this be achieved the use of spray-drted resin could be modified 

to a liquid Urea-formaldehyde resin to eliminate the re-constltutlon step. 

Witti a binder distribution, based upon bone dry bagasse weight, of 9.8% for the 

outer layers and 8.6% for the core, binder requirements for 10,000 ton* of board 

per annum would be 1,400 tons of liquid rosin at 60% solids content per annum. 

A stogie resin kettle of 500 gallons capacity would be capable of producing about 

5 tone per day of the types of resin binders used, on a three shift basts.    Thus it 

could be expected to comfortably accommodate the quantities envisaged, with 

probably sufficient space capacity to produce for other outlets.    In order to main- 

tain flexibility, however, It would be undesirable to base such a resin unit on a 

•Ingle kettle.    It Is most probable therefore that additionally a smaller kettle» of 

for example, 250 gallons capacity should also be Installed. 

Board pressing Is Used upon the use of a four daylight la* x 6 ft. hydraulic press, 

in addition to which a single daylight veneering press hut been Installed.   Operating 

pressures are In *e order of 130 p. >. I.  (10 kg/aq. cm.). which are insufficient for 

the production of decorative laminates, but marginally adequate for In situ facing 

with rosin pre-Impregnated decorative surface papers. 
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S.t.S.S.  Decorative Laminatoi 

In view of the apparently extensive uee of decorative laminate! In Trinidad and 

Tobago, It was decided to undertake a preliminary assessment of this market. 

Laminates are principally used In facing the cheaper quality furniture and 

kitchen furniture.    It Is purchased both by furniture manufacturers and also* 

through wholesale and retail hardware stores, by the public.   Most of the Island's 

•7 furniture manufacturers obtain It through a number of Importing agents ranging 

from the importers of well known branda; including 'Formica', 'ArborUe' and 

'WareIts'; through to an indefinite number of agents factoring oheaper qualities 

Imported from countries throughout the world.    From the survey It la apparent 

that the more expensive established brands have suffered a slgnlcant decline In 

favour of oheaper materials.   Current Imports and their trends are given In 

Table 12. 

Consideration Is being given to manufacture locally by two Importing organisational 

the possible 
the first on¿oqulsltlon of a redundant 8* x 4' press Instituted a market survey from 

whloh he was unable to draw conclusions as to the) overall siae of the market and 
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It« degr«« of saturation.    The second on the teal« of i paokage ileal iaoludlng 

know-how, Including two Impregnating machín« and atartlng from imported raw 

paper« and resins.    The justification fot this approach Including an assessment 

of the current overall Trinidad and Tobago market as being In the order of 2 million 

square feet of laminate per annum, and that export to the Caribbean and world 

market« was achievable.    In the author'« opinion, while It may be natural to 

minimise Investment capital by Importing pre-Impregnated paper and confining the 

process to laminating trimming and sanding only. It Is possible that If Impregna- 

tion equipment were Installed It would lead to a greater potential for diversification 

Into other lines Involving Impregnated and coated papers and fabrics.   With r« 

to the package deal, described above, the use of two Impregnatore, for separate 

Impregnation of phenolic and melamlne-formaldehyde papers, appear« to be an 

unnecessary luxury. 

3.2.3.4.  Automotive Fllir« and Battery Separator« 

Both automotive filter« and oertaln battery «far Here are tette upon pfctJitUt 
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Uupragaated porous papers.   In tlw lattor lasttuice the Island's largest bartevy 

manufacturer stated that thty us«>¿ no paper separatorB but wwe ocmmlttRd lo 

us taf PVC separators» of botò the sintered type and the dtarch expanded type. 

by their principals because of their superiority under tropical conduiras. 

Having been approached by a clienti intere »ted In mnnufaotuvlng alvi fue! and 

otl filters as replacements for commercial and private vehicles« CARITti arc 

currently Investigating the possibility of acquiring Information as to package 

teals Involving know-how awl plant for production baaed upon Imported pre- 

Impregnated paper. 

».* l|tf*tHaaaotts plastica and restas 

Il addition to tat Items dealt with la socttoas J. 1 and 3.8 of this reperì ihore .s 

HI aottve growth la various polyureihaae products» particularly foams fev uphol- 

and Insulation and polyuretnanos for surface coat lugs.   Also CARtR! his 

Involved In a number of projaets Involving such polymers as Lake Asphalt 

tad ta« polymerl/.ition of crude oil* on which tat author's advice was tou;ht. 
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J.S.l.       Polyurethane Foams 

Two organizations are manufacturing flexible Polyurethane foam blocke and 

maires ses.    Both are using polyethers obtained from America and using com- 

binations of TDI, tertiary amines and water for simultaneous foaming and curing. 

Their combined resin usage currently amounts to less than 400 tons per annum 

but one of them only started production In February of this year.    Experimental 

production of rigid polyether foams Is being Investigated by two companies. 

••••••      Polyurethane Surfaoe Coatings 

It Is anticipated by one manufacturer that his demand for Polyurethane modified 

•afflower oil for varnish manufacture In 1972 will be In the ordor of 17 tons and 

anothe manufacturer Imports a similar product In the form of the varnish. A 

high growth rate for these products Is expected, possibly at the expense of 

varnishes based upon substituted phenolic - tung oil. Should, at a later stage, 

quantities be sufficient to justify manufacture It Is anticipated that they could bo 

mad« In the alkyd plant. 
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S.3.S.      Espanda y sea for Lake Asphalt 

The Industrial Development Corporation had requested advice from CAKIRI on 

additional fields of application for Lake Asphalt In view of possible declining use 

in road surfacing.    It was agreed to concentrate upon those aspects of its prupert tei 

whloh differed significantly from those of oil and coal bitumens.    The following 

proposals were made and actions taken : 

I.    la view of the high mineral content of Lake Asphalt and the expense of its 

removal. Investigation should be limited to those fields in which it was 

acceptable. 

I.   Hi the light of recent developments In sulphur polymers and their use, 

particularly in the building of low cost houses* coupled with the» future 

availability of sulphur from local oil de-sulpaurlcatlon plant,    attention 

should be given to possible asphalt-sulphur combinations.    The author 

was aware of general work In this field and was able toobufn further biblio- 

graphical Information from the following t 

Dr. Currell» the Polytechnic of North London 
The Sulphur Institute, Washington» D.C. 
Shell (Canada) Ltd. 
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3.3.4.      The Polymerization of Crude OH 

A local entrepreneur had acquired the rights to a new prooess for the rapid raanu 

faoture of a variety of materials, ranging from foams to moulded solids» by 

modification of crude oil by undisclosed resinous products; presumed by tlv 

author to be along the lines of Isocyanate terminated polyurethanes.     CABJBT 

had been requested by I.D.C. to comment upon the genuineness of the process. 

During discussions with the entrepreneur It became apparent that his U.K, patent 

agent was a client of the author.    The author had conducted a prior art search of 

U.K. patents In this field during late 1971 and obtained a oopy of his repor for 

CARIBI*    Thlb dooument also contains Items of possible relevance to 3.3• " - 

above. 

3.3.5.      Industrial Development Corporation - Industrial Profiles 

3.3.5.1.   Brake Lining Manufacture (Industrial Profile No. 10). 

. With the desire to Increase tht- looal content of automobiles^ In which already 

Inoludes replacement tyres and batteries and will Isolud« them as Initial equipment 
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from JulvAoid January 1973 xv.vcoiivey, u i* usurai ï*J.: viic ¡Kiwîklj'cy o.» ai•..-.:• 

ÍHOture of other compo;iOL.t ii^n.s U- p-vït olc-d.    VILI- mit. in mind .h.  í.íJ.•:',  is.- ..-, 

an Industrial profilo.    This Vúü bised upon ùu» premise fruit, íov rtp»-•:•<.*:•«•.:; ^r .'   .... 

brakes are re-lliied :v uppr-jxliiuu-c'ly it/ar AY.airi iv.e. vai.-: ìor ì-w* \>x 

commerci?! vehicles, ¡¿Ivitig .v>; U^Mì.I deuuiu. for ';00. 000 ^HK ÍO¿- I va.- pop 

of 100,000.    in tue author's- opnikni a moie vc-alletlc ü-¿xu<¡ v/a.; giv*n by a lar¿: 

automotive assemblar, using some 30 UifiVre.«:-. ¿.izes ci lau-ps iati ¿uiir1; .v.     ..r.-jiu i 

moulded lining* and dUesi <.vho eaUmatar! th*t the lUe oi a l!r.Lrg avfci-yg.-;d ojt ra 

approximately two yeara.    This redact?8 iha current rt-rUee,;::-^ deiiV-TÙ u. .¿ .>. v.-.> 

mately 75» 000 sets. tor the local market. 

In the light of the critical n-uure of brake linings and ti*;> n«*l for »horou'/.i ov_\ ..it:.-.:. 

and testing of all constituents cad finlsftfcci lir\:i¡i3iiuc-fc A project v.uchl need ic b¿ 

uuáortaktíu by an established braltb lining- iui-.uuiaciurer v.*hc- \.oUd v.o Uoubt «^¿o 

manufacture clutoh facings U; similar plant.    IA ^;V>: to be viable th.- fi-.ct.--ry 

would nbjd to oacer ?or e. much larjfer maoke; liiau Tri..Ukd a:vi Tob&go akcic. 

As fc minimum recréaient it would, be itrongly aovi.-ü^i iv maku ¿ i-vku uise, -- 
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•M* of the viable area to be supplied and whether or not manufacture would need 

lo b« restricted to selected alzti and typai of lining«. 

f.1.1.1.   Abrasive Cloth« and Papers (Industry Sheet No. 6) 

From the aspect of synthetic resin consumption the requirements In this field are 

very small Including only minor additions of phenol Ics and amlnoplasts M hardeners 

1er animal glue and possibly alkyda for specialised grades of water-proof abrasive 

oloths.   Larger quantities of synthetics, particularly phenolic e, are ueed In the 

MMMtfneture of grinding wheels and cutting dleos. 

*•«•        lUw Materials 

Although tee advantage of using indigenously produced raw- materials Is obvious« 

tfceee are extremely limited and plans for the extension of the range somewhat 

remote at this juncture. 

H the Government of Trinidad and Tobago's Five Year Plan (IMI - ltTS) the 

•eeslblllty of eetsbUefclag a petrooeemloal oeaapiex le discussed (4).   It to 
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recognised that the establishment of such a complex would be dependent upon 

aocess to markets outside CAR I FT A.   Should such a complex be established It is 

olear that the proportions of materials produced utilised In Indigenous plastics 

processes would be of a low order.    These might conceivably selected from the 

following groups outlined In the Plan according to which group was selected.    In 

order to give an Indication of perspective an order of the amount of polymer or Inter- 

mediate currently utilised (Category A) or required In the event of resin plant being 

Installed to meet Import substitution requirements (Category B) la compared with the 

probable capacity of a minimum viable sized plant, In Table XIII. 

Prilled urea is produced by Federation Chemicals Ltd.    Although primarily a fer- 

tiliser grade, Its quality Is adequate for the produotlon of Urea-formaldehyde resins 

for the bagasse project and other outlets.    It Is manufactured to the following 

specifications! 
Limits Normally Achieved 

Total Nitrogen 
Moisture Content 
Biuret 

46.6% Min. 
0.5% Max. 
1.5% Max. 

0.35 
1.3% 

Free Ammonia (NH3) 
Ash 

150        ppm. 
35        ppm. 

Iron 
Oil 

1.5    ppm. 
5.0    ppm. 1.0 ppm. 

Colour - Alpha Scale 
Turbidity (S102) 
pH 

Screen Slae (U.S. Mesh) 

3 
7.0    ppm. 

7.0 to 9.8 
Passing 6 - 1 100% retained by 20 - more than 90%. 
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8tat?o -;>Pt trchlnjt wr a pprtln.ua:- p«-.x:*ssi bi-d beett given either by ftair pareri 

company» the plant manufacturer or the polymer iu*ar;íact;irer» and wan substantially 

oonitred to the particular operations involv:-.} In the eper.'/ic conversion pepees«. 

Particularly among tfca more f^.îor executive this was supplemented by VIFHR *O 

imijor plasties exhibitions en¿ »{.tendance at courses cv?r?ea?.   \Vr'*e n.cr"^«*!*'.^ -'•rú. 

largely because of preisure oí **ork> the support for fermai cours «a covertriff the 

•feole field of the technology» rould moat likely be inadequate, most respondent.! 

thought tbat there was a need to exp-and    tii? ranze of tbelï tec—ledge of »he plistlac 

field.   It was generally considered that this could best be met by attendance at 

p«r iodic symposia or seminar« on selected topics. 

With this In mind a trial one day symposium vas or grantee^« the programme for which 

is tnoluded in Appendix m . 

The Symposium, held on July 14» was attended by some 70 delégate» drawn from local 

Industry» staff and studonts from the University of the West !ndlef ard representatives 

of the enstaserlssr professer., architecte urA the .?»re Ser.'vo*. 
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A small exhibition» held simultaneously» in the reception area comprised a 

•election of locally made plastics products» and representative trade literature 

from the larger raw-materials suppliers.    Lists of CAR m I holdings of textbooks. 

Journals and monographs relevant to plastics technology» together with the Plastica 

Institute's list of monographs» were available for distribution.    As a first symposium 

of Us type it was considered by both the organizers and delegates to have been highly 

successful.    The discussion periods» including the 'Open Forum'» were recorded on 

Upe and copies of the full papers obtained by CARflRI. 

As sa introduction to plastics technology for the Initial benefit of CARIBI staff» the 

author presented a one half day seminar.    The papers were subsequently written 

up tor presentation to CAR IR I staff and delegates to the one day symposium.   This 

document comprises Appendix    v. 

The following training programmes organised by UNIDO and other bodies were 

dieenssedt 

'Symposium on Plastics Fabrication in Lathi America', Bogota. 20 November 
to I December 1972.   -  United Nation«. 

'Plastics Training Programme'.  Vleroja» 4 September to 3 November 1972. 
United Nations« 
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Training Seminar»:  New York University.    A seney of 11 separato five day 
•ympoelai each dealing with a specillo aspect ot plastic? technology! and 
being repeated at least twice, has been organized to run throughout 1972. 

At present there Is no member of CARIRI staff experienced In Plastlos 

Technology.   It was, however, considered that representation at the Symposium 

1. would be beneficiali consequently application was made for one of the Expert's 

oountor parte, Mr. Gary K. Voes, to attend.   Owing both to pressure of work and 

the proximity of the Plastics Training Programme 2, It was decided not to apply 

tor representation.   Training aemlnarß of the Type 3, would be more advantageotia 

when CARIRI had an appropriate member of staff concentrating on Plaetlcs Technology. 
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4.0 »HAUSSIONS AND BECOMVENDAlTOga 

4.1 THERMOPLASTICS CQNVfc?gSIOW 

4 J 1    Dlacus.ton 

Among the thermoplastic, converter«. • very dynamic situatlor, exist..   Al»03t without 

exception they have disclosed plans for further expansion and diversification Into 

additional linea and conversion processes.  Although In most cases manufacture Is 

..verety restricted by the size of the local mark* and the limitations Imposed on 

exports by tho exlstance of similar process«, wlthlu the CAMFTA and othor nearby 

countries« 

Conversion processes are, of necea.lty. on a significantly smaller scale ot operation 

than those of the developed couatrl«* having very much largor loc*l market*. 

The site of the local market at a population of 1.100,000 l. auch that a single organise* 

and, In extreme caa... a single plant item or even a mould can est« for a far larger market. 

Thus whar. high capital cost« are Involved, «udì as imported inoulda for Injection and 

compresión moulding, they may constituai a marked economic Imbalance. 

No example of comproaalon or transfer moulding ofCher;netting moulding powder, w*. 

found but one organisation announced the intontlon of producta*. cpeciaUsed electrical 

grade mouldings from auch materials. 

1» . »mb« ot cue. l-d^U «««tic» .».•»* «• 1»» »••» «•*10 -*« «"»•'d"»"0M 

«•tor l. MM m *>*.:    Th. poe.WUty " «"creapMity ** » P»"0"1" """• ""*• 

Item unooordlMt-J decielon, to prodnet it by »ore Oua .» org4»li«tio. could er«tt. 

futur» difficulties. 

Mo he»vy duty compounding «vip»«« *» «»"»»I*»«"» *»•lM,,w1, 0,tar *"• 

a recently it.et.Jled MwM Mix«,  It I. >KOM Mrty tta» the ¿.mend lot t«ru.l«n 

»1 «ouWtog compound. ID relation to the .umbef o! differed compound, involved would not 

,««ily th. Mtt tat*«* m,.d«> to «et up . «eparato compou««»» org«,tatlon at to. 
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juncture.   The extruders who have acquired the lieaschel I-Kxci hr.vo. however, 

planned to link this with an extruder-mixer and, after having fultUled their own 

requirements for compound, consider offering a compounding fecilitv to other organic» ionr.. 

Currently most of the converters purchase their compounds: froîn the larger polymer 

manufacturers, such as l.C.I. and Hoechst, thereby obtaining materials of more 

consistent  quality thin wild be attainable from a trade com ponder, nra"i>ularly during 

his early stages of operation. 

The growth of the local consumption of cast poly methyl methacrylate sheet for sl-ns and 

lighting fittings should continue.   The estimates of the current demand for the CARIFTA 

countries Is approximately 5000,000 sq. ft. per annum.   This potentiel market 

should justify a more detailed study with a view to establishing an indigenous easting 

operation.   Thus the opportunity for   CARIRl to undertake a feasibility study on behalf of 

a client organization should be persued. 

4.1.1       RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1.2.1   As the existing thermoplastics converters have already announced plans for 

expansion and diversification and a number of other  organizations have also announced 

Intentions or ordered plant for conversion It Is recommended that expansion In this 

field, at this stage, is left to them. 

4.1.1.t    The formation of a Trade Association or similar body, to coordinate this sector 

of the Industry and exploit to the maximum such activities as mould h Irtan schemes, 

dissemination of Information regarding plant capacities and tho avoidance ot 

duplication In manufacture. Is recommended. 

4.1.2.3   The feasibility of establishing a plant for the manufacture ot cast polviv.ethvl 

methacrvlate sheet should be studied in dotal*, in the light ot proco?* ce.-cribsd n 
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4.1.S 
 ,, M„   « ,•*   nfl#,.,iblv modified by the Inclusion of a meant M» United Nations Monograph No. e.(3)i po#i...oi> »wu»    j 

for Wiring part of the monomer feed from depolymerlied «crap. 

4.a 

4.1.1 

fYUTHETIÇí.REggg 

piscusilon 

Th. ourr.nt demand lor o.l modtfled «Ikyd resto., by surface coatta«, manufacture... 

coup« with th. current den,»:* and future growth potential of unsaturated polyeater. 

wrongly Indica«, a need to consider Indigenous manufacture of these restos.  Th.y 

.„ b. <K»v.»lently manufactu-ed m the same equipment «*lch would bas.cally cot^rlM, 

,«-*o • „ inno r \ ittcketed reaction vessel, preferably In 

••   .ALAüA •¿¿ ä. ,.*« - —- »—• 
Equipped with: 

I. Condenser adaptable for reflux and distillation. 
it wide Inlet to condenser. 
III. Slow speed (app. 120 r.p. m.) stirrer - anchor type. 
lv. Immersion cooling colls. 
». Temperature recorder. 
vl. Charging manhold. 
vtl. inert gas line to proximity of base of vessel. 
tu,' Bottom discharge valve (flush seated). 
x. Bursting disc. 
si. Valves, sight glasses, receiver, etc. 

And optionally: 

I, A separator for aiseotroplc distillation. 
II. A vacuum pump. 

I ito reaction vessel be oí 1.00C gallon, capacity It would be capable of producing 

aMlCMttd local requirements at least up to 1WS/.0. on a three shift basis.   From t*.. 

aepeot of flexibility, however, and reduction In passible hold-up., a unit based upon 

two smaller reaction vessels Is preferred. 
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Synthetic polymer latlces, In particular polyvinyl acetate ?r»d vinyl acétale o op o! y mers» 

are expanding more rapidly than oil modified alkyds and their locsl consumption could 

reach the It COO tons per annum mark within the next five years.   Assuming an average 

batch time of five to fiix hours, Including cleaning and a batch yield of  1$ ton?, a GOO 

gallon reaction vessel could be expected to produce up to 1, 000 tons per annum on a 

twonty-four hour shift basis. 

A similar reaction vessel would also be satisfactory for the production oí acrylic latiec:3 

and solution polymers, which are assuming increasing importance in such fields as 

automotive finishes and polishes. 

The essential requirements of a suitable reaction vessel Include: 

I. Facilities for steam heating and rapid efficient cooling. 
II. Efficient stirring, possibly at tv/o speeds (120 and 250 r.p.m.). 
ill.       Facilities for continuous, gradual addition cf liquid Ingredients 

(monomer and catalyst solution) after the or set cf polymerization, 
Iv.        Efficient reflux condensation. 
v. Optional facilities for vacuum removal of residual monomer. 

Tine applications for aldehyde condensation products particularly phenol-formaldehyde and 

urea-formaldehyde are distributed over a wide range of industrial sectors which Include 

the manufacture of finished products In which they are cured as binders.   Thus 

their market is, to a great extent, determined by the existence of appropriate 

manufacturing units.   For this reason the decision whether or not to encourage their 

Indigenous manufacture could Initially hinge on the success of the bagasse board project. 

Ultimately, a resin demand could arise from products derived from impregnated papers 

which, should schemes for the Indigenous manufacture of decorative l?mlnates and 

automotive filters prove viable, ©uld be Initially produced from Imported pre-Impregnate'! 

papers.   Such products would create a potential demand for both phenot-fo.-rnaldehyde aad 

melamlne-formaldehyde resins. 
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At this Juncture It is considered premature to consider the manufacture of the basic 

intermediate polyothers for polyurethane foam production as. not «My are tho entitles 

used less than 400 tons per annum but they are produced on large sorde by a limited 

number of manufacturers In the developed countries.   Should there be a reversion In 

the declining popularity of polyester resins as a basis for pclyurethan* foam, they could  • 

conveniently be manufactured in the alkyd plant. 

The demand for polyurethanes for surface coating applications, although currently .mall 

in Trinidad and Tobago, Is expected to rise appreciably.   Those based upon polyurethane 

modified drying oils could also be manufactured In alkyd plant. 

In anticipation of the increasing availability of sulphur from the oil dwuphurlMilon picnt. 

which is at present oelng constructed, and the concurrent need to extend the application, 

of lake asphalt it Is recommended that attention is given to possible combinations of 

these products on an exploratory basis. 

The possibility of manufacturing solid polymers and foams containing reaction product, 

of crude oil court be assessed until the asigne* has obtained adequate patent cover and 

Is prepared to disclose his process.  Although   some of its applications may appear 

to be exaggerated, It may well turn out to be an exciting development. 

The industrial profiles, for the manufacture of brake linings and abrasive cloths and 

papers, prepared by the Industrial Development Corporation, indicate thu uced for a 

more detailed assessment of technical entalame* to be made prior to, or during tk» 

course of. the preparation of such documents. 

4,1.2        Recommendat Ions 

4.2.2.1    A detailed feasibility studyshould he mado of the desirability to o*uUl<h a synthetic 

resin manufacturing uult (or units) for the manufacture of: 
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a. OP. modified aU.yd resina arc' unsalaried poly valer renins, 

b. Polyr.ier latines, 'particularly those basf-d upon polyvlnylaoetato ard 
vinyl acetate copolymers. 

4.2.2.2      Prior to considering the possibility of manufacturing phenolic and amlnopla?; rocmc 

m the following processes should be established; 

a. Manufacture of b&gasse board In such e,uru):;ity as would entail the ws»'- <¿» 
not IüKS than 3.000 tons per arouum *i b( v*d'>r resùi. 

b. The manufacture of such thermosetiiug resin convertio\ products ?~n 
decorative laminar and automotive fiU»-irs, Initially bnsod umn 
pre-impregnated papers. 

-4,$.2.8      in respect of 4.2.2.2 b.   Feasibility studies on the manufacture of decct*tlve Umlnaccc 

and automotive filters should be undertaken. 

4.2.2.4      If the results of the Items In 4.2.2.3 are positive the feasibility of establishing a papar 

and fabric Impregnating unit should be studied, 

4.3 THE ROLE OF CAR IR I 

Although it is appreciated that the torme of reference of the Expert ture confined to th» field 

of Plastics Technology In the light of his broad experience of Resoarch and Development 

extending to other aspects of the chemical Industry, it is inevitable that certain comments 

may have more general application. 

It Is proposed to discuss the role of the Caribbean Industrial Research Instituto under the 

following headings: 

Industrial Promotion and Trainimi. 

Testing. 

Informât Ion Services. 

Staffing. 



During its two years  of existence CAWRl's name and reputation have developed and it 

1. now woll known through Trinidad and Tobago industry.   Its relations with other 

Government bodies arc well established but, in the expert'« opinion, it is poMlble 

that more extensive use could be made of it* technical expertise.   For example a 

number of specific projects have been executed by CARI«! for the Industrial Development 

Corporation, I.D.C.. but as the staff of I.D.C. are mainly economist» it is probable 

that they could make more general use of the technical background of CARSI stufi, 

particularly when drawing up Industrial Profiles and executing Feasibility and Pre- 

feaslbillty studies. 

A «ron** liaison with Technical Coll.,... both from the «poet of posible futuro »tatito! 

of CAHItil and in pinpointing the need for particular types of technicians »i craftsmen. 

would be desirable. 

The consensus of opinion among respondents, with regard to training In PLstlcs Technology, 

wa. that, at this stage there would not be adequate support for formal courses but periodic 

.ympoela would be supported,* order to broaden knowledge of the subject and promote int.r- 

eourse between workers in this sector.   With the facilities available on the University 

. Campus and the relationship between CARTRI and various faculties of the University, 

CARIRI should be well palced to organize symposia of this type.   It was with these 

oonalderatlons In mind that the Symposium on Plastics Technology was arranged. 

Involvement In the organisation of such function* should also serve the purpose of pro- 

noting CARIRI within industry. 
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4.3.1.Jl     Test taf 

gtnoe its Inception CARIRI has progressiva acquired a broad range of equipment for 

undertaking mechanical, chemical and physical testing and one of Its function« Is to 

offer this service to Industry.   Parallel to this situation It is understood that a 

Bureau of Standards is shortly to be established.   There Is little doubt thnt CARIBI 

la In an excellent position to make an effective contribution In thir. respect, while at 

the samo time avoiding duplication of services. 

Within the plastics sector of Industry testing la greatly influenced by the following 

considerations: 

I,        Teat schedules, particularly for products for UBO in technically 
demanding operations, are normally ordained by appropriate published 
standards set out In national or International apee If Icat ions.   The 
moat   commonly applied specifications in Trinidad and Tobago are 
those of the British Standards Institution and the American Society 
of Testing Materlalp. 

U.        Largely because of the scale of operations in relation to market 
ala« and the high incidence of affiliation with larger overseas 
organizations, it la common practice for most If not all cf the 
more sophlsicated testing of finished products to be carried out 
by the overseas organisation. 

While the advantage of having local facilities for carrying out comprehensive testing 

schedules Is obvious. In most cases the use of this facility vould require approval by 

both the local firm and Its overseas affiliate.  With independent organisations, which 

generally operate on a smaller scale than those with overseas affiliates, there Is a 

greater freedom of choice and CAMRI's services should be of greater immediate 

benefit, la assisting and promoting new operations, In particular, it is recognised 

promotion of quality control standards is one of CABIRIA functions. 
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In predicting those sector« cf the plastics Industry mobt likely to cali upon CAÎUtU's 

testing facilities, those sectors In which technically demandi.^ products ate likely to 

be manufactured by organization* having little formal technical orientation are likely 

to dominato.   These Uuludo reinforced plastics, insularità bated on foamed products and 

sdhealves.   Of posible particular Importance may be the bagasse board development to 

which It is Important thr.l CAliIRi should be in a position to assist by carrying out the 

necessary evaluation tott «crecíales during scallng-up operations and in collaborating 

in the more routine quality control procédures. 

.3.1.3       Information Services 

The potential importance of CARIWs library and information services cannot be 

overstressed.   One of the major difficulties experienced in the developing countries Is thut of 

disseminating and retrival of technological Infor m at lo:., particularly that contained In 

technological journals and patent literature which are unlikely to be housed in university 

librarles.   In the long term CARTHI's inforna tlon services could be regarded as a pooatble 

nucleus for a national technological library.   While appreciating that such a matter would 

involve high policy decisions, the need for such an organization is, In the expert's opinion, 

self-evident. 

Advice has been given on extending the library's holding of plastics Journale, monographs 

particularly suitably for reference and training, and annually bound reviews, covering 

a wide range of topics in applied chemistry, which are particularly useful as a source 

of prior art and rétrospective information.   The classification and indar tee of British 

Patent Specifications has been discussed and suggestions made In accordance with tn* 

recommendations given below. 
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4.3.1.4  Staffing 

Currently CARIRI lacks suitable staff having experience in the plastics field.   With the 

• probable continuing high growth of such sectors as reinforced plastics and thermoplastics 

lion and implementation of the feasibility studies recommended by the expert It 

be anticipated that the demands on CARIRI are likely to increase in this field. 

A suitably experienced industrial chemist would also be able to make a significant 

ooatributlon towards other, non-plastics projects. 

4.S.I    Recommandât tons 

4.1.1.1 Promotion and Training 

CARRI should maintain its efforts In strengthening Us liaison with Technical Colleges. 

Industry > the Industrial Development Corporation and other governmental organisations 

prossottng email industries In order to maximise the use of Its technical services. 

Utta the demand justifies the organisation of formal courses in Plastics Technology 

CARIBI should either organize» or collaborate In the organization oft periodic symposia 

IB Fleet lei Technology. 

.4.1.1.12ÄÄ 

CAURI should acquire copies of all British Standard Specifications and American Society for 

Materials specifications relevant to the plastics sector and review Its test 

items to ascertain their suitability and limitations.   Additional equipment 

then be considered according to likely demand and the shortcomings of their present 



4.3.2.3    into^tJonSeryic e s 

CARIRI should extend its patent information services by: 

Acting th. Keyword (, volume) and Classified Indices (3 volumes) of Unit- KU*« 

Patents. 

TU. .hould b= follo*,d b» tho acequión of seated C1...UM Abrtóí«»* «*«»' "  . 

the plastics and other fields. 

4.3.2.4    Staffing 

CAnmi shou.d c„Sagc the serves of a» ind.stvid che.»*., who p..».,« «-^ - 

*. production and application of piastlcs and capable, at 1.a* after initial .upper, from a 

*rt ter. United Nations expert, of untoti ***«! P•^s ü, the Pasties fUld 

and carrying out feasibility studies. 

4 4 FURTHER üSITEDJiATroNLMglgl^igg 

E is revended that further, short term assistance be given to CARIRI and the Govern- 

in order to carry out the following functions: 

I ink UP with and give initial training to the industrial *«»«*. 
JilllK Up wuu o..>     b nmT omratP ind «V'ho WOUld fUKCtlOIl» who it is recommended that CARIRI engafee ana .vno 
¡»ter alia, as the expert's counterpart. 

Can-v out such feasibility studies, recommended in this «P^ 
as had not boon undertaken by CARIRI   as specific projects, aurmg 

the interim period. 

SU,* the marKc,. production ^f^^¿?J*£, 'Lor.t.î, 
«nCf -r-ririir «iVic^ts, aldehyde reams, \ tnyi P<-ij..¡t.. ^'»^ 
toinSs^ other product, derived from synthetic re.in. impro^ 
and coated papers and fabric in the CAR1FTA area. 

I 

11. 

III. 

iv. 

V. 

• ,-.«•»« «f i further symposium or seminar ia 

!nve£tiBate the potential to i^ous C,,,W «ut Shdl muid and U. 
related and conversion proaucis. 

i 
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4'4>1   JOB DESCRIPTION 

Poet Title 

Duration 

Date Required 

Duty Station 

Duties 

Consultant In Plastics Technology. 

Four months with possibility of extension. 

As soon as possible. 

St. Augustine, Trinidad, with possible travol within 

country and other Caribbean islaade producing 

plastics and/or their conversion products. 

The expert will cooperate with and assist Ln the 

initial training of local counterpart staff in carrying 

out economic feasibility studies in selected sectors of 

the plastics producing and coversion industries! with 

a view to making a detailed assessment of the potential 

for their initiation or expansion.   The consultant will 

also be expected to ars 1st In the organization of a 

symposium on Plastics Technology to which local 

industrial organizations, University staff and students» 

and professional organizations will be invited to 

attend and subscribe papers.   The selected sectors 

of the Plastics Industry will include the manufacture 

of alkyd resins; particularly oil modified alkyds 

and unsaturated polyester resins; expansion of the 

glass fibro reinforced plastics sector» the manu- 

facture of cast methyl methacrylate sheet and other 

related products, vinyl polymer latlces and acrylic 
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QuaUftoattoM 

emulaiou and solution polymers, decorative laminates 

and other aldehyde resin conversion producisi par- 

ticularly those derived from Impregnated and coated        , 

papers and fabrics;  the possibiliLy of utilising enstaw 

nut shell liquid and/or its conversion product*:/ iron 

local sources.  The consultant will» In particular be 

expected to: 

1. Complete detailed market studies in the sectors 
listed above, both with respect to Trinidad & Tobago 
and other countries within and adjacent to  the CARIFTA 
area. 

2. Prepare detailed surveys of process economica, 
Investment required, site requirements and facilities. 
labour requirements, laboratory íU¿ td&ctag require- 
ments in carrying out the feasibility studies. 

3. Contribute to the promotion of CARRI within th* 
plastics ludustry recommending any additional facil- 
ities needed to facilitate CARtttrs services to the 
Industry. 

University degree in Chemistry with extensive 

industrial experience at a senior level In plastics 

technology with particular reference to the manufacture 

of synthetic resins and their conversion products v.« it h 

a knowledge of international trends in the plastics 

Industry and marketing evaluation. 

As Job Description TRI-061-SFB (SF/ID). 
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APPENDIX. I 

CONSTITUTION    O?   WELEV.ÀNT..S .T.T.C.    CODES 

5Ä01.Süiftj!ticjnartic^ 

Thl. he^lim: includo» »yntlietlc plastic .-naterlal^. In clot,, Min, flakes, fall. S^l«. 
Hen"»"! emulsiona  lemels, lumps, „lates, paste, prollle shapes, solut on. .tick. 
ÍApTas well a» 1» cellular, laminated and liquid icrm.   Clotl, or paper t**¡*¡** 
î!uh £n*eUc plastic material, and a,vlrg the characteristics oi plasty are Included In 

this heading.   It excludes: 

1. Cold moulding compounds prepared from bituminous substances with mineral or 

other fillers. 

2. Reconstituted wood composed of wood shavings or other wood waste agglomerated 
with artificial resins or other organic binding substances. 

3. tlqutd polycondensatlon products which are not hardenable by heat. 

4. 8ynthetlc rubber. 

5. Extruded artificial fibres, horsehair or straw. 

ooOoo 

Acrylics* Plastic 
Alkyds 
Aminoplasts 
Aniline-formaldehyde 
anllmoplasts 

Bakelite• In primary forms 

Casein, hardened 
Cello Id In 
Cellophane 
Celluloid 
Cellulose acetate 
Cellulose, Aceto-butyrate 
Cellulose, Acetyl 
Cellulose, benzyl 
Cellulose, carboxymethly 
Cellulose  derivatives 
Cellulose, dl-acetate 
Cellulose esters, Inorganlo 
Cellulose esters, organic 
Cellulose ethers 
Cellulose, formyl 
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Cellulose-i methyl 
Cellulose, nitrate, except collodion 
Cellulose, nitro, except collodion 
Cellulose, oxyethyl 
Cellulose, propionate 
Cellulose, regenerated, excluding vulcanized fibre 
Cellulose, tri-acetate 
Cellulose varnish bases, dry or pasty extracts 
Cellulose xanthogenale of 
Chloride, polyvinyl 

Esters, cellulose, inorganic 
Esters, cellulose, organic 
Esters, polyall^l 
Ethers, polyallyl 
Ethyl-cellulose 

Galalith 
Gelatine, chemically hardened 
Gun cotton 

M el am ine-for ma ldehfde 

Novolaks 
Nylon, in primary, unextruded forms 

Paste, moulding of plastic materials 
Perspex 
phenolic s 
Phenoplasts 
Photographic film uMensitlzed, imperforated 
Plastic materials, synthetic, ta blocks, sheets, rods, tubes, powder and other primary 

forms. 
Plastic sausage casiags, not seamed 
Plastic starch 
Plastic, transparent, for windows 
Plastics, artificial, in primary formsk 
Plastics, artificial, scrip of 
Plastics, artificial, waBte of 
Plastics, lignin 
Plastics, proteinic 
Plastics, synthetic, in primary formi 
Polyacryllc derivatives 
Polyamides 
Polycondensation products, linear 
Pol y condensation products, plastic excluding liquid producta which cannot be hardened by 

heat. 
Polyelhlene derivati»« 
Polyethylenes 
Poly tsobutylene 
Polymerization prodacts, artificial resina or plastica, exciudlng-llquld polymtrt which 

do not harden by heat, synthetic rubber. 
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Polymethanes 
Polystyrene 
Polythene 
Polyurethanes 
Polyvinyl derivatives 
Polyvlnylldene derivatives 
Protein derivatives» hardened 

Resins« alkyd 
Resins, artificial. In primary forms 
Resins, arltflclal, Incorporating naturel retto»» ta primary formo 
Resins, coumarone-lndene 
Resins, melamlne 
Resins, phenolic 
Resins, silicon 
Rosins. Silicone 
Rosins, urea 
Resltes 
Resltols 
Resols 

Silicone fluids 
SÜLeones, excluding silastics 
Starch» chemically hardened 
Super polyamides 

Thlourea-formaldehyde 

Urea-formaldehyde 

Viscose, not threads or fibres. 

813-03 Prepared Paints. Enamels, Lacquer». Varnishes. Artist» colours. Siccatives 
Paint Drier» - and mastic» 

This heading consists of: 

1.        Colours prepared for final use 

g.        Paint driers, prepared 

3. Dyes, prepared other than tolled preparations 

4. Knamtls 

8.        Ola«es. ceramic 

-d 
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6. L^ Miti ci s 

7. Lustr-v-s, liquid 

8. Certain mastics 

9. Paírts prepared 

10. Pwl e-ase^c* 

31. Pigments prep*r*d f or final use 

12. Varntsl»HS oth^r than cosmetic varnishes, 

ooöoo 

Cenoni* reste 
Cokwrteg :mlUr, put up In pic-Mags for retili sate for us« as dyes 
Col»•» ame&f.mpr.t, Ln'sluoing colours boxed with accessor les 
Coloors, cí-tamlc. vitrifiante compounds 
Colours, gouacl'é 
Colours, bîg^i'vmpea ¿tus* 
Colomrs mad* up im. r-¿¿il sale 
Colours> prepared for i'inal u¿.e, excluding printers 
CokBrs. | m par od, for u¿* hi the ceramic, enamelling or glass Industrio? 
Coloors, studies. including bo.v^d with accessories 
Colours» sub-^nam^l 
Coloors, super-erarnel 
Cotoars, verifiable 
Colours, wate i 

Driers» varnish, prepared for final use 
Drfcnra, paint, prepared for iînal use 
Dyes« household, othc«r than toilet preparations 
Dyes» prepared, other than toilet preparations 

Enamels 
Enamels, ceramic 

Fflteg mataríais for painters use 

Glftses, ceramic 
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Lacquers 
Lacquers» cellulose 
Lustres» liquid 
Lustres, liquid, aluminium 
Lustres, liquid, chromium 
Lustres, liquid, gold 
Lustres, liquid» silver 

Mastic, cellulose 
Mastics, ree in, cement 

Opaciflers for use In the ceramic, enamelling or glass industries 

Paints, antl-foullng 
Paints, anti-peeling 
Paints, asphalt 
Paints, bituminous 
Paints, caseine 
Paints cellulose 
Paints, enamel 
Paints, luminous 
Paints, oil 
Paints, prepared 
Paints, varnish 
Paints, rubber base 
Paints, water 
Paints, weather-proof 

pTg^lentsforeuse in the ceramic, «lamrtltog or glmss lories 
Plastic, marbel workers 
Powder, iron, prepared as colours 
Powder, prepared at»colour» 
Primers, prepared 
Putty 
Putty, glaziers 

ghellacs, prepared 
siccatives 
Slips used to coat ceramic war« 
Stopping materials for painter« uw 

Varnishes, cellulose 
Varnishes, oil 
Varnishes, other than cosmetic varalÄef 
Varnishes, spirit 

Wood, plastic 
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041-07^ V;\\w and Vr.pfaboard, Coated« hiinregnr.ted. Vulcanised» Etc., Other than 
Byttun\lnJ_^_or jYcj[)h jd.tcd 

Paper, paper board and laminated paper Impregnated with synthetic plastic matériels 
but retaining ihe character 1st le 3 of paper or paperboard are included in th»s Item. 

ooOoo 

Board» building of pulp, bonded or impregnated 
Board» building, of wood pulp» bonded or impregnated 

Paper, adhesive 
Paper» art, coated 
Paper, carbon   ir. bulk, rolls or sheets 
Paper, chrome 
Paper» coated and varni?hed 
Paper, coated? other than bitumlnized or asphalted In rolls or large sheets 
Paper, coated with albumen 
Paper» coated with barium sulphate 
Paper, coated with chalk 
Paper, coated with dextr in 
Paper, coated with gelatine 
Paper, coated with glue 
Paper, coated with granulated cork 
Paper, coated with gypsum 
Paper, coated with metal powder 
Paper» coated with pigments 
Paper coated with sawdust 
Paper» coated with shellac 
Paper, coated with starch 
Paper, coated with synthetic resins» e.g.» nttrogelluloee 
Paper» coated with textile dust 
Paper» coated with waxes 
Paper» coated with zinc oxide 
Paper» destgn-pimted 
Pap?r, enamelled 
Paper, externally reinforced with textile or wire 
Paper, flocks Le.» coated with textile dust 
Paper» for wrapping and writing, printed with colours» designs» motifs» stripes 
Paper, for wrapping and writing printed with names of traders» products 
Paper» gilt 
Paper» graphite, other than imitation slate 
Paper, grease proof 
Paper, gummed 
Paper, impregnated, excluding bitumlnized or asphalted 
Paper» Impregnated, translucent or transparent 
Paper» impregnated w!ih artificial resin 
Paper, Impregnated with chemicals 
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Paper» Impregnated with inseottcldes, e.g.» D.D.T. 
Paper» impregnated with oil 
Paper» Impregnated with waxes 
Paper, Indicator, e.g.. rubberised paper 
Paper» jaape 
Paper» litmus 
Paper» manifold, oiled 
Paper»   manifold» wtxad 
Paper» mlca-coatod 
Paper»  mineral coated, art printing 
Paper» paraffin-coated 
Paper, pole-flndlng 
Paper, precela In 
Paper, printing, high grade, coated In bulk 
Paper, printing, high grade, design printed in bulk 
Paper, printing high grade, surface-coloured, In bulk 
Paper» rubberized 
Paper, sallcyteted 
Paper, silvered 
Paper» stearin-coated 
Paper, stencil, In rolls or large sheets 
Paper, marbled 
Paper, tracing , In rolls or large sheets 
Paper, unsenaltlzed photographie base 
Paper, varnished 
Paper, velveted 
Paper, vulcanized 
Paper, wallpaper base, Impregnated 
Paper» waterproof, not asphalted or bltumlnlzed 
Paper,   wrapping» oiled 
Paper, writing, high grade» coated, in bulk 
Paper, writing, high grade, design, printed , In bulk 
Paper, writing, high   grade, surface-coloured in bulk 
Paperboard) coaced and varnished 
Paperboard coated, other than bltumlnlzed or asphalted 
Paperbcard, coated with albumen 
Paperboard. coated with barium sulphate 
Paperboard, coated with chalk 
Paperboard, coated with dextrin 
Paperboard, coated with gelatine 
Paperbcard, coated with glue 
Papevbacrd, coated with granulated cork 
Paperboard» coated with gypsum 
Paperboard, coated with pigments 
Paperboard, coated with sawdust 
paperboard, coated with shellac 
Paperboard, coated with starch 
Paperboard, coated with synthetic varnishes e.g., nttrooelluloi* 
Paperboard, coated wth textile dust 
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Paperboard 
Paperboard 
Paper board 
Paper bo aid 
Papera »ard 
Paperboard 
Paperboard 
Paperboard 
Paperboard 
Paperboard 
Paperboard 
Paperboard 
Paperboard 
Paperboprd 
Pulp fibre, 

coated with waxe« 
coated with zinc oxide 
grease proof 
Impregnated, other than bltumlnUod or asphalted 
Impregnated with artificial resin 
Impregnated with certain chemical« other than tar and bitumen 
Impregnated with insecticides e.g.« D.D.T. 
Impregnated with oil 
Impregnated with waxes 
Impregnated, Insulating 
varnished 
vulcanized 
vulcanized» In rods and tubes 
waterproof 

vulcanized 
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APPENDIX       II 

LIST OF MANUFACTURING ORGANIZATIONS VISITED 

Vtatt No. Firm Aspect Affiliation 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

T. 

8. 

Styrotex Ltd. 

Bissone (West Indies) Ltd. 

Spra-Glass Division* 
Trinidad Steam Laundry 

Plastic Foams Ltd. 

Glastron Boats Ltd. 

Handy Equipment Ltd. 

Berger Paints Ltd. 

Thermoplastics moulding 

Resin User (Alkyda etc) 
Paint«. 

Thermoplastics moulding 
and resin user (GRP) 

Resin user (PU Foam) 

Resin user (GRP) 

Resin user (Adhesivee) 

Resin user (paints) 

Coates Bros. (Caribbean) Ltd.       Resin user (printing inks) 

Century Eslon Ltd. Thermoplastics extrusion 
and moulding 

Subsidiary of Alstons Hid. 

Blasons Ltd. (U.K). 

Under license to 
Glastron. U.S.A. 

Under license to 
Borden Co. (U.K) 

Associate Company of 
Lewis Berger Ltd. (UK) 

Subsidiary of Coat ¿s 
Broc. (UK) 

Associated with 
Seiklaul (Japan) 
Marketing restricted 
to CAR I FT A. 

10. I. Viera Ltd. Import agents polymer car too* an 

11. Dunlop Ltd. Resin user (Adhesive» and 
rubbers) Automotive re- 
placement trends 

The Dunlop Co. (UK) 

12. Auto Chemicals Ltd. Resin user (Adhesivee) - 

13. Hi Grade Products Ltd. Thermoplastics moulder - 

14. Polymer Caribbean Ltd. Thermoplastics conversion Member of Polymer 
taternational Group 

15. I.C.I. Paints (West Indie«) 
Ltd. 

Resta user (Pesate) Subsidiary-Imperial 
Chemical Industries 
Ltd. (UK) 
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Visit No Firm Aspect Affiliation 

16. 

IT. 

18 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

21. 

2«. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

SO. 

31. 

32. 

Narine Per Bad 

Fibreglass Manufacturing 
Trinidad Ltd. 

ReBln user (PU foams) and 
furniture manufacture 

Resin user (QRP) 

Consolidated Appliances Ltd.      Thermoplastics sheet 
converter 

Texaco Ltd. 

Advanced Plastics Ltd. 

Amalgamated Industries Ltd. 

L. J. Williams 

East End Foundry 

Ooneon Ltd. 

Raw Materials - plans 

Thermoplastics sheet 
conversion & mouldings. 

Automotive Assembly 

Resin user (aether Ives) 

Potential resin user 

Thermoplastics sheet 
converter 

Metal Box Co. (Trinidad) Ltd.    Packaging 

Trinidad Footwear Ltd. » 

Prof. Richards (U.W.I.) 

Abmlt Ltd. 

Thermoplastics moulder 

Bagasse Board Project 

Battery manufacture 

Aome Motor Supplies Ltd. Resin user (body filters) 

Ibis Trading Co. Decorative laminates 

Llm Plastics 

Myerson Mouldings Ltd. 

Thermoplastics converter 

Thermoplastics oonverter 
(teeth) 

Part of a Jamaican 
group. 

Texaco Internat tonal 

Under license to Evode 
Ltd. (UK) 

Subsidiary of Alstons 
Ltd. Agent for Foseco 
Ltd., UK, 

Subsidiary of Metal 
Box Co. Ltd., UK. 

Part of Bata Group 

Subsidiary of Chlorid* 
Group* UK. 

Imports - "Laminate" 
Canada 

Subaldlrxy of Myarson 
Tooth Co.. U S.A. 

38. Thomas Peake ft Co. Ltd. Decorative Laminates. Import "ArborIte." 
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Visit No. Firm Aspdct Affiliation 

34. Federation Chemicals Ltd. Raw-materials (Urea) - 

35. Lever Bros. Ltd. Raw-materials (glycerol) 
and packaging 

Subsidiary of 
Unilever Ltd. UK. 

36. Trinidad Rope Works Ltd. Thermoplastics fibre 
converter 

Subsidiary of Hawkins 
& Tipson (Marlow 
Popes) Ltd., UK 

37. Angelo Plastics Thermoplastics sheet 
fabricator. 

- 

38. Eastern Industries Ltd. Thermoplastics moulder - 

39. Electrical Industries LtJ. Thermoplastics extruder 
(cables) 

Subsidiary of Neal 
L Massey - formerly 
owned by A.E.I. Group 
UK. who still colla- 
borate by testing. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

Dr. K. Bahadoorilngh 

International Recording Co. 
Ltd. 

Sherwln Williams Ltd. 

Caribbean Engineering Ltd. 

Flexlpak Ltd. 

Entrepreneur (Thermoplast- 
ics Interests) 

Thermoplastics converter 
(Records) and packaging 

Import agents (paints and 
body fillers) 

Thermoplastics sheet 
converter 

Thermoplastics film 
converters (packaging) 

Sherwln Williams Ltd. 
U.S.A. 

Subsidiary of Thorn 
Electric i U.K. 

Owned by National 
Packaging Ltd. 
Jamaica. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

Super Pak Ltd. 

Natasha Co. Ltd. 

Roods li Co. * Ltd. . 

Hoechst 

Thermoplastics film 
converters (packaging) 

Thermoplastics converters 

Entrepreneur (polymerization 
process) 

Thermoplastics raw materials Farbwerke 
Hoechst A. Ci 
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4t. 

•     w« 

Firm Aspect, Affiliation 

Shell Trinidad Ltd. Thermosetting raw materials  Shell International 
Holland It UX. 

Rooks Oilfields ft Engineering   Assignee of crude oil 
Supplies Ltd. P«*««t (Applied for) 

yy|,EPpONE INTERVIEWS 

Gordon Grant ft Co. Ltd. 

Paper ft Plastic Converters Ltd. 

Qeddes Grant ft Co. * Ltd.. 

Decorative laminates 

Thermoplastics extrusion 

Thermoplastics sheet. 

(Formica) 

I.C.I. Ltd.* U.K. 

•^MÌ 
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< 

CARIBBEAN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH  INSTITUTE 

gYMPOSIUM 

" PLASTICS     TECHNOLOGY" 

J. F. Kennedy Lecture Theatre,     University of the West Indies 

Friday. 14 July, 1972 

Arranged by CARIRI ta association with the Faculty of Engineering, U.W.I, and the Association of 

Professional Engineers. 

Durln* recent years the Plastics Industry bas  assumed progressively 
fncrea.îng importance  In Its'   Impact upon everyday Ufe.    It« growth In 
Trincad índíobago nao been  such that a broader approach Is necessary 

to assess Its  Implications. 

Th. Symposium has been organized to bring together people from ^^Ury 
and research who are concerned with further development and application 
of the broad range of plastics materials. 

Ths concluding session Is Intended to take the form of an "Open Forum» 
durine which participants are  Invited to discuss  specif le problem* 
»MooUUd with the industry,   particularly during Its formative  stages. 

Registration Fees: Inclusive of lunch and refreshments, 
TTl 15 per delegate 
TT$ 5 per student and University staff. 
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9.00 to 9.25 a.m. 

9.30 a.m. 

9.40 a.m. 

9.56 a.m.. 

10.M a.m. 

10.SO a.m. 

10.SS a.m. 

11.01 a.m. 

11.20 a.m. 

11.46. a.m. 

11.Si a.m. 

12.80 a.m. 

19.SO a.m. 

PROGRAMME 

Registration of delegates 

Address of Welcome 

Inauguration 

Prof. L.E.S. Bralthwatte« Pro- 
Vlco-Chancellor, UW1; M amber of 
Board of Management, CARITM. 

The Hon. George Chambers, 
Minister of Finance» Planning 
and Development. 

MORNING SESSION 

Chairman - Mr. Hollls Charles, Co-Director, CARIRI 

"Flow Properties of Thermo-        Dr. P. N. Bruce, Dept. cf 
plastics" Chem. Eng.. UWT, 

Discussion 

"Extrusion of Thermoplastics        Mr. Leon Wharwood, Century 
with Special Reference to Eslon Ltd. 
Rigid PVC" 

Discussion 

COFFEE 

"Film Extrusion" 

Dlsousslon 

'Injection Moulding 

Dlsousslon 

Mr. N. Lai Fook, Polymer 
Caribbean Ltd. 

Mr. E. Notfolk. Polymer 
Caribbean Ltd. 

LUNCH 

AFTEBNÖ2N SES^N 

Chairman - Mr. Fenrtck de Four« President, 
Association of Professional Engineers. 

1.99 p.m. "Epoxide Resins" Mr. Qerrard Dennis« Shell 
Trinidad Ltd. 
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1.66 p.m. 

2.06 p.m. 

2.90 p.m. 

2.40 p.m. 

3.00 p.m. 

4.00 p.m. 

Discussion 

"Reinforced Plastic«" 

Discussion 

TEA 

Discussion Panel: 

Closing Remarks 

Mr. J.E.S. Whitney. UN Con- 
sultant, CAR mi 

Dr. P. Bruce. Messrs. F. 
Nordstrom. F. Thompson. 
J. Whitney £ M. Williams 

Mr. Hollls Charles. Co- 
Director, CARIRI 

Organising Coramltteti J.E.S. Whitney (Convenor) 
Dr. P. Bruce 
Mr. Hollls Charles 
Mr. ElllvSodahL 

-«- 
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RFINFORC  I:   i>        PUS   Y   Î 

Although  the general  definition of Reinforced Plastic?  encompasses 

•ubitantially  all  systems  of plastic binders  in  combinati un  with  fibrous 

reinforcing fillers,  which may range from ce-llulosic  to rarbon,  it  is 

proposed  to concentrate our attention upon th"  Glas.-.   Keiríorccd t'-lr-.-Uc 

materials, GRP,  which arc devi 'ed ma;nly  fron, combinatiti s of uns jr. v. i . ¡:cd 

polyester resins with a variety  of glass  fibre   reinioreei^ni s. 

Having outlined the unsaturated polyester   resin  sy>tr;us  in my  Seminar 

Papers   (Pages  23 to 25)   Í now propose to consider  their use  and behaviour  in 

the manufacture of reinforced composites in the   light of end-use application: 

and types of reinforcement employed. 

Resin Cure 

Unsaturated polyester resins polymerize by means of a free-radicle 

mechanism in the presence  of peroxide catalysts   (see Semi par  Paper paces   S  t.»  91 

Tins reaction being characterised by the production of exothermic h-j¿t 

throughout its  course.      Diagram  1  indicates  a  typical temperature-tirae 

pattern obtained by inserting a thermocouple  into a volume of rssin arter 

the introduction of catalyst and promoter.      It will be noted that the onset 

of gelation occurs quite early during the propagation stage  and that the 

temperature continues to rise sharply after gelation,  sometimes  to above  the 

boiling point of the  styrene monomer.      This phenomenon can  lead  to revere 

internal stressing and crazir.g in both castings and resin-rich areas which 

maybe introduced by the faulty  lay-up of composites.      Because of their 

curing mechanism unsaturated polyesters are  inevitable air  innibited thus 

exposed surfaces require the use of barriers,  such as cellophane,  d.jring curt. 

The rate of gelation and cure is dependent upon a number of  factors  and 

may be controlled by attention to the following major contributions: 

i.      Bulk of resin and surface to volume ncie. 

ii.      Inhibitor content and maleic anhydride content 
of the resin. 

iii.      Type and proportions of catalyst and promoter 
used. 
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Catalyst - Promoter Syste m§ 

Catalysts 

For many years the catalysts »«ployed for curing unsaturated polyesters 

where stlected fro* a range of peroxides and hydroperoxide?.    More recently 

aso initiators,  such as  2,2'-azobisisobutyronitrile, have been introduced 

put they have not yet significantly encroached on peroxides.      Selection of 

a suitable catalyst for any particular application is dependent upon its 

precise stability and form.       Catalysts are invariably characterised by  the 

temperature range over which decomposition occurs,  &s indicated in Tkb: e 1 

below. 

TABLE    I 

liability of Typical Peroxide Catalysts.   (Approximate) 

lenxoyl peroxide (Pasted in 
dibutyl phthalate) 

Louroyl peroxide (Granular solid) 

Nathylethylkctone Peroxide 
(Solution) 

t-butyl peroxybentoate (Liquid) 

Half-Life (Minutes) 

•5°C 100°C. liO°C. 

132 25 1.3 

30 S - 

Short 

S days 18 hours 35 

Promoters 

While when effecting cure at elevated temperatures the peroxide catalyst 

decomposes spontaneously, thereby initiating cure. Tn order to initiate cure 

at ambient températures substances capable of inducing decomposition of the 

peroxide rapidly must be introduced.  The most widely used of these include 

organo salta of polyvalent metals; such as cobalt and vanadium, tertiary 

Mines, such as N.N. dimethyl aniline and »ere apt ans, such as lauryl mercaptan, 
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Combinations 

While during the early days  of reinforced plastics  benzoyl peroxu'e  in 

the absence of a promoter was us?d   for effecting cure at   elevated temperatures 

•nd in the presence  of aminé  promoters for ambient  temperature  cure, 'with 

respect   to the   latter process,   it   lias now   lost   its popularity   in favour of 

the metal salt  promoted M t:  K.  pvroxide and cyclohexanone hydroperoxide 

catalysts, which result in products  of supe.ior colour.        In general  catalyst- 

promoter proportions  are maintained  at  ¡îu ni irai   levels,   pro  rat?, lo  Lhe required 

curing schedules.       Normally,   the   =»¡;.oimt et cataly.sî   exceed-.   Ve with  the 

promoter concentration being maintained at  as Uttle above 0.b% as possible. 

As an indication the  influence cf catalyst  - promoter proportions upon 

gelation times  at various concentrations  is illustrated   in Tables II  and III 

below. 

TABLE:     II 

Effect of Variation in Promoter Concentration 

Catalyst 

Resin   (p.b.w.) 

Catalyst  -do- 

Promoter  -do- 

Gel time at 20°C. 
(minutes) 

M.E.K.  Peroxide  (MEKP) 

100       1CÜ 100 100 

2          2 2 2 

12 3 4 

65        17 12 10 

Cyclohexanone 
Hydroperoxide  (CUF) 

100      100      100      100 

2 2 2 2 

12 3 4 

105 A4 30 ?3 

TABLE    III 

Catalyst 

Resin       (p.b.w.) 

Catalyst      -do- 

Promoter      -do- 

Gel time at  20°C. 
(minutes) 

M.E.K.  Peroxide 

100 100 100 

1 2 3 

2 2 2 

90 -10 20 

Cyclohexanone Hydroperoxide 

100 100 100 

2 3 4 

2 2 

25 17 
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It should be noted that a direct compuri ion between Tables  II and HI ci-nnot 

be made M in Table II¡    the promotti- was ad'Jed in the form of a 1% cobalt 

metal siccatol solution in phthalate plasticiser,  and in Table III as a 1% 

cobalt metal octoate solution in monomeric styrene. 

In view of the sensitivity of the peroxide catalysts both towards heat 

and in some case» toward» shock and friction, they are normally marketed in 

the form of pastes or solution* in water or phthalate plasticisers, in the 

former instance care should be taken to avoid drying out of the paste, 

particularly between friction promoting surfaces such as glass stoppered 

bottles. 
Cobalt baaed promoters in the form of naphthenate, octoate or siccatol 

are normally available as solutions, containing 1% metal,  in diamethyl 

phthalate or moncmeric styrene.      More recently vanadium based promoters have 

become available.     While being considerably more expensive than those based 

on cobalt they offer advantages in terms of efficiency,  i.e. economy in use, 

faster gelation and hence paler coloured products. 

tosin Properties 
The effect of major variants in unsaturated polyester resin formulation.- 

are briefly described in my Seminar Paper (page 24).     I do not propose to 

enlarge on this aspect now, but outline the properties of selected resins in 

the cured and uncured states.      For this purpose I have chosen three typical 

commercial resins. 

Resin No. 1 

Resin No. 2 

Resin No.  S 

A general purpose polyester based upon propylene 
glycol »aleate/phthalatfc. 
A chemical  resistant, high heat distortion grade 
of isophthalic polyester. 

An antimony oxide filled, phosphate ester 
plasticisfed,  self-extinguishing resin for 
structures conforming to fire-retardant 
specifications. 
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TOI*    IV 
• 

Uhcurgd Re*ir Speci ficctionc 

•Min No. Units 1. 2. 3. 

^yearance Transparent Transparent Opaque 

fittocity at 2S°C. CS. 400 - 650 750 -  1,200 400 •• 600 

telatile Content % 36-40 39 - 43 34 -  H 

«ti« Valu* •fu. KOH/gra. 21 -  29 16 -  26 - 

•liâtion Tic* * 
at 25°C. 

»in«. 7.5 -  10.5 8.5 -  11.5 1 -  il 

* Gal at ion tima of 15 gm. sample containing 2 p.p.h. of an 
NEU» catalyst and 3 p.p.h. of a cobalt octoate promoter. 
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TABUE    V 

'As Cast' Properties JUnflU ed)_ 

Property Unit 

Tensile strength 

Young's modulus 
in Tension 

Flexural strength 

Modulus in Flexure 

Impact Strength 
(Izod) 

Brine11 Hardness 
(5mm ball 125 kg wgt.) 

Heat Distortion Temp. * 

Water Absorption at 
23°C for 24 hrs. 

Q 
Leaching at 23 C 
for 24 hrs. 

Flexural Strength 
after 2 hr.  boi 1 

Electrical Pi-operties 

p.s.i. 

p.s.i - 

p.s.i. 

p.s.i. 

ft.  lbs/inch 
of notch 

No. 

°C. 

mg. 

mg. 

p.s.i. 

Resin No.   i 

Power Factor (1,000 
cycles at 23 C. 

Permittivity - do 

Volume Resistivity ohms/cm 

Breakdown Voltage volts 
  

6,000 

5.5 x  105 

15,500 

5.5 x  105 

0.25 

35 

69-73 

16 

Nil 

12,100 

Resin fs so.   2 I  Resxn N'o.   31 

6,700 

5.7  x  105 

15,000 

5.3 x  10S 

0.28 

30 

115 

24 

Nil 

12,000 

0.001 

3.22 

1.34 x 10 

350 

15 

5,yse 

5.7 x  10' 

3,700 

5.4 x 105 

C.12 

27 

70-74 

18 

0.5 

7,340 

0.0025 

3.00 

1.25 x 10la 

340 

0.001 

3.:IS 

1.25 x 10 

400 

.15 

Not« - With the exception of \ which was tested according to A.S.T.M. 
D648-56, all tests were carried out according to B.s.s.  ¿-*¿- 
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Reinforcement 

In oi'der to maximise strength and uniformity of composites the foil wing 

factors predominate: 

1. The completeness of wetting of individual glass fibres. 

2. Adhesion between cured resin and glass. 

S. Continuity of reinforcing fibres, which may in certain 
cases be directional. 

4. Absence of voids- 

5. Avoidance of resin-rich areas and maximisation of the 
reinforcement to resin ratio. 

Item 1 - involves such considerations as resin flow in the uncured state 

and elimination of deleterious binders and dressings involved in the 

reinforcement manufacture, in particular starch based sizes. 

Item 2 - The ultimate extent to which the glass-resin bond is maximised 

is exemplified by the use of reinforcing glass fabrics in which the fibres 

have been chemically treated in order to obtain primary bending. An example 

of this is provided by volanising or treatment for example with methacrylato- 

chromyl chloride. In which the chromyl chloride reacts with hydroxy! groups 

on the glass fibre surface and the methacrylato group co-polymerizes into the 

resin phase. 

Item 3 - Can be demonstrated in many service applications involving the 

use of glass fabrics and in the manufacture of pipes and tanks from continuous 

glass fibre rovings. 

Item 4 and 5 are inter-related as they are controlled by mechanical 

factors during lay-up, in particular the removal of bubbles from and between 

each ply and the use of sufficient pressure to express surplus resin. 

Reinforcing Materials 

The two basic types of glass employed in the manufacture of reinforcing 

materials are "A" Glass, a conventional soda glass of high alkalinity, and 

"E" Glass a low alkali boro-silicate glass.     "E" Glass is superior to "A" 

Glass, particularly in respect to transparency in the finished moulding, 
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strength and resistance to weathering and acids. 

Mainly  from price considerations the use of woven fabrics  as major 

reinforcements has declined in favour of bonded  fibre mats and  the  like. 

nevertheless,  even ir. quite common place  items it may be desirable to employ 

localised areas of fabric where stresses may be encountered during us*.      The 

•tin general  purpose reinforcements  in common use include: 

"..    Chopped Strand Mat. 

Consists of strands of glass fibre threads, approximately 

two  inches   long,   laid down in random pattern and held by a 

suitable binder, usually polyvinyl acetate.      it is the 

•ost generally used reinforcement for hand lay-up techniques, 

particularly for large objects.       It is available in botli "A" 

Glass and "E" Glass in substance weights ranging from  1 02 

to 2H oz per square foot. 

2.    Needled Mat. 

Consists of strands, approximately two inches  long,  randomly 

laid and held on to a glass tissue by mechanically needling 

with glass threads.      It is only manufactured in "E" Glass 

and is available in weights ranging from 1 oz to 4 oz. 

Although having the advantage of freedom from binder it  is 

•ore springy and open than chopped strand mat and its use 

is confined to applications where high resin contents  are 

acceptable. 

3.    Roving and Chopped Rovings. 

Roving s consist of untwisted multi-strand continuous 

filaments.      They are supplied in the form of coils 

known as cheeses,  in weights ranging from 3 to 33 lbs, 

in which the number of unwinding ends may be varied to 

•uit the application.      Apart from the use of rovings 

in items produced by winding,  continuously chopped 

rovings are being increasingly employed in spray lay-up 

techniques and in pre-forms for matched metal mouldings. 
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4. Surface Tissue. 
Consists of a thin fibrous veil of lightly bonded staple 

glass fibres.       It is employed in hand  lay-up and »pray-up 

techniques to provide a resin-rich surface and as a 

barrier between the coarser mat fibres and surface gel 

coats.      In this manner it improves weathering resistance 

by preventing wicking. 

5. Reinforcement Cord. 

Cords of 1/8 and 1/4 inch nominal diameter can be used 

for edge strengthening and provision of reinforcing ribs. 

Moulding Techniques 
Techniques employed in the fabrication of GRP items may be conveniently 

•ubdivided into hand-lay up methods and mechanical methods. 

Contact moulding by hand lay-up is the best known technique for 

producing the widest range of items.      It is normally effected in female 

Moulds which can be constructed from simple, cheap materials including 

plaster, wood, cast resin (phenolic or epoxy), or glass reinforced polyester 

itself, or easily formed metal sheet, particularly aluminium.      A convenient 

procedure for prototype or  'one-off tailored production items is to prepare 

• plaster cast from either a wooden pattern or an item to be reproduced. 

Essential requirements in mould preparation are: 

i.        With porous mould materials, particularly plaster and 

wood, it is necessary to apply an efficient sealing 

Medium, the commonest of which include shellac and 

synthetic resin lacquers of the cold-curing variety. 

ii.     A release agent must be applied to the mould surface 

before laying up.     This could include a variety of 

waxes applied from solution or paste form, aqueous 

polyvinyl-alcohol solutions or, in the case of flat 

or corrugated sheets, uncoated cellophane film. 
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Outline of Hand Uy-Up Method: 

A unitor. layer of • «fly«* thiwtn*!« ,..l, «¡.Id, -«*.  U ^ !w4. 

b. planted,  is WU- unlf-lr to the »o,,d interior ., •»•"«'"'• 
,.» th.n 400 „/.,...       Mediately .fer .h. »...  oí ,el,,,o„ of «hi. 

c«t the «in reinforces  is .»».d »* «<•»*«'  """ '"»"«* "" 
.»a worked in by suitable roller to in..,. .»«» di«, .but ion a-d >,-., 

of bubbles.      The thickness of the .«.Mi« bri,.« JetcmineJ „ the 

„„.ber of layers .„d weight of the «. e.,»^-      *  ^« »' "«""•, 

clloph.ne i. then applied over the enure interior  surface of ta, 

„uldin, to eliminate contact with air.      Resin core then p.oc.ed. .« 

. r.t. determined by catalyst/prorcoter concentrations and  -bother or 

», supplementary heating i. «*»<*«>.      Khen adequate cure h,, b«„ 

.chi.v«d and the -ouldmg ha. sufficiently cooled,   it  l. .«r.cted 

fro. the -ould and subjected to post-curing storage. 

Spr»y-Up Process: 

„ ,ub.t.nti.lly si-tUr to the hand :.y-up process e.cpt that » plac. 

.f ..par.» application of mat and catalysed min chopped rovi.,,, .re 

.ppiied to the surface of the gel coat by «an. of an air spray-.ut.er 

Si.ult.n.ou,ly catalyse r.sin 1. spray applied.       When .-in a»ec,uat. 

Uy.r of r.sin/glas, ha. been applied consolidation and re».«! o« ... 

bubbl« i» effected by rolling,      "here thick layers are quired it 
i. pr.fer.bU to effect a gradual build-up,  consolidating .,nd „•»». 

«ir between each layer of sprayed ingredients. 
Str.ngth characteristtc. bnwoen the two technics are not dtsslUUr 

but the spr,y-up process offer, signifient avantages with regare -, 

Uta» co,ts. scrap reduction .nd uniformity.     Uith.r ««hnm«. .ay 

b. «ployed in «he «anufactur. of ite« over a v.ry .id. range of .... 

Wth c.rt.in site limitation, rubber bag techniques;    in which either 

-.itive pressure or vacuum i. utilised;   can b, «ploy.d to ..^».e 

„n.olid.tion. «ini.i.. -1» "»-Pti« «« ftc,lit.t. a r,...n.bl. 

degree of heat cur« 
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Hatched Me cal Moulding: 

In this process chopped rovi .gs are sprayed on to a pre-shaped wire 

mesh former and lightly bound with polyvinyl  acetate  emulsion.       The 

preform is  located in a female metal mould  (steel or aluminium) 

catalysed resin is introduced and the male tool applied at a pressure 

in the order of 100 p.s.i.  cure being effected rapidly at temperatures 

in the order oi"  12()°C.      This process is  largely confined to the 

production of small  items such as safety helmets. 

TABLE    VI 

Properties of Mould Construction Materials 

MATERIAL 

Plaster 

•cod 

APPROXIMATE PRODUCTION LIFE FEATURES 

Maximum  IG off if adequately 
hardened, e.g.  by incorpora- 
ting a urea-formaldehyde 
resin. 

Maximum 50 off, 

Suitable for proto type and 
short runs  only.    Finish 
usually poor.    Must be 
sealed. 

Preparation depends   on 
expensive machining.     Must 
be sealed or varnished. 

Fibre reinforced 
plastics. 

t Metal 

Machined atcel 
•r aluminium. 

300 to 1,000 off. 

Over 1,000 off if distortion 
avoided. 

Most popular - can be based 
upon epoxy or polyester 
resins with glass or  sisal 
reinforcement.    Amenable to 
heat accelerated curing. 

Only suitable for simple 
shapes      Very suitable for 
heat curing. 

Indefinite Initial  cost high,  usually 
too heavy for Urge  items, 
can be readily heated for 
fast curing. 
Amenable to pressure. 
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Properties of Glass Fibre Reinforced Polyesters 

While the ultimate properties of reinforced plastics are dependent 

upon a variety of factors the most important include: 

1. The volume ratio of fibre to resin: Physical properties reach 

an optimum when consolidation eliminates surplus resin.   UP 

hand lay-up techniques the maximum glass content achievable 

without encountering a risk from voids is in the order of 40"s 

by weight.  Pressures employed in matched die moulding increase 

this value to about 50%.  Rubber bag techniques give intermediate 

values. 

2. Reinforcement continuity and direction: Tensile strength and 

modulus in the direction of continuous reinforcement is naturally 

enhanced.  Where required woven fabrics tapes and cords may be 

utilised for particular effects. 

3. Resin Type: Except in special situations involving the use &£ 

more expensive epoxy resins or fibre treatments the various typss 

of polyester resins do not differ greatly in their strength 

characteristics, unless they vary in their flexibility.  Their 

principal differences are directed towards achieving particular 

properties such as chemical resistance, fire retardance, 

transparency and economics. 

As sections of mouldings incorporating fcr example gel coat, surface 

tissue and chopped strand reinforcement are not uniform, precise strengths 

and other physical properties cannot be exactly forecast.  A reasonable 

indication, however, is given by examination of the properties of flat 

laminates based upon "E" Glass chopped strand mat, ger.eial purpose resi* and 

containing 35% by weight of glass. 
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TABLE    VII 

Properties of Flat GKP Laminates 

(Average values attainable under laboratory conditions) 

Property Unit Value 

Density 
3 

lbs/in 0.S4 

Tensile Strength p.s.i. 2 x 104 

Flexural Strength p.s.i* 2 x 104 

Compressive Strength p.s.i, 2 x 104 

Young's Modulus: 

In Tension p.s.i 1.2 x 106 

In Flexure p.s.i. 1.3 x 106 

Impact Strength- 
Ixod. 

ft. lbs/inch of notch 15 

Thermal Conductivity cal/sec/cm/°C/cm 2.5 x 10"6 

Coefficient of 
Linear Expansion. 

per °C. 16 x 10*6 

1 
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Paper 1 

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS CF CLASSIFICATION 

"The noun plastic has been applied to embrace a wide ran¿e t>f polymeric 

materials which, in the finished state, are not and must not be plastic.  At 

some stage, however, during the formation of an article from a synthetic 

polymère material it goes through a Plastic state.      Plastic  is thus an 

adjective describing this state of having the capacity to flow under the 

influence of external forces.  The use of the more correct term Synthetic 

polymeria materials  is, therefore, preferred and will be used throughout the 

seminar, to avoid misunderstanding.M 

If one considers the variety of synthetic polymers in terms of such 

parameters as physical, chemical and mechanical properties, chemical composition, 

mode of synthesis it becomes obvious that their classification may be effected 

in a variety of ways.  From the considerations imposed by time alone I do not 

intend to discuss this aspect but to demonstrate the most fundamental and 

generally accepted classification which is based upon molecular structure from 

which all their properties derive.  In so doing it will be necessary to start 

from »cratch and consider in basic terms the derivation and synthesis of polymeric 

materials. 

Molecule» can exist in the following forms: 

i.  Discrete entities of precise structure, shape, 

composition and physical properties.  This 

class is exemplified by all covalently bonded, 

mainly organic, chemical compounds. 

ii.  Macromolecules which are linear in shape, based 

upon chains of carbon atoms or interdispersed 

carbon and other polyvalent atoms such as oxygen. 

This group is exemplified by the well-known class 

of Thermoplastic;    or heat fusible; polymers. 

They are not precise entities as are those in 

Group i, but inevitably consist of mixtures of 

similar molecules of varying chain lengths and    ' 

molecular weights. 
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ili.       Macromolecules having two-dimensional or planar shapes 

again of imprecise size and shrpe.      This group is 

exemplified by such naturally occuring materials as 

graphite and mica. 
iv.     Macromolecules of three-dimensional structure of 

quite indeterminate molecular weights.      This group 

is exemplified by the end, or cured, products of the 

thermosets. 

In particular respect of physical properties under the influence of heat 

materials in: 
Group i. Have precise melting points, boiling points etc. 

and generally dissolve to form newtonian solutions. 

Group ii. Soften and become fusible over a temperature range. 

Dissolve to form non-newtonian solutions, particularly 

at high concentrations. 

Group iii.        Have not been synthesised, those occuring naturally 

being unaffected by heat up to their decomposition 

temperatures.      Insoluble. 

Group iv. Also insoluble and infusible. 

This Min classification was first propounded by Kienle during the 1920's 

m a result of studies made on the reaction between dibasic acids, in particular 

pÉUnllf acid and mono di and tri hydric alcohols, namely, ethanol ethylene 

glycol and glycerol.      (See Diagram 1) . 

Mance Kienle postulated that: 

Reaction between two di functional molecules gave rise to 

linear macromolecules. 
Reaction between a difunctional molecule and a tri functional 

molecule or one of higher functionality than three gave rise 

te a three-dimensional network structure (gel) eventually 

leading to an infusible, insoluble product. 
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Although he demonstrated his postulates !>y esterification reactjons 

between polyfunctional alcohols and acids, the principles apply irrespective 

of the nature of the functional groups,      furthermore reacting molecules may 

contain groups of mixed functionality.      A molecule contami nR two groups of 

differing functionality capable oi   co-reacting with each other is,  therefore, 

able to form polymers by head-to-tail reaction.       This tyoe of polymerization 

is exemplified by the  formation of Nylon 6 from  -  canrolactam   (Sec l'iúgram .2). 

In the formation of thermosetting materials  it   is possible to select 

starting materials possessing functionalities of varying degrees of reactivity 

in order to produce  linear molecules in the initial steps, which can 

subsequently be further reacted in order to effect cure or,  in other words, 

cross-link to the three-dimensional  state. 

A further important classification arises   from the nature of the 

reactive groups that give rise to functionality and the mechanisms whereby 

they react to form polymers. 

Polymerization Reactions 

The term polymerization refers to addition reactions that is  linking 

without the evolution of by-products.     This is conveniently  illustrated only 

after a more detailed consideration of certain aspects of carbon chemistry: 

Carbon is tetra-covalent, that is  to say an atom of carbon is  capable of 

combining with four mono valent atoms or groups.       In particular, Carbon 

atoms are capable of  linking to form chain or ring structures.      The simplest 

case of chain formation is that of the paraffin hydrocarbons   (See Diagram 3). 

It will be noted that the number cf carbon atoms   in the chain has a direct 

bearing upon the physical properties of the molecule.      Whereas in the case 

of the paraffin series of hydrocarbons all the valencies of the carbon atoms 

are fully satisfied by attached hydrogen atoms,   a similar series of hydrocarbons, 

known as the olefines exists in which one pair of adjacent carbon atoms are 

deficient by two hydrogen atoms.       Hie bond between these carbon atoms is 

said to be unsaturated or Ethenoid.     Chains of four or more carbon atoms can 
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contain more than one unsaturated group and if two unsaturated groups are located 

between adjacent pairs of carbon atoms the unsaturation is said to be conjugated 

and possesses high reactivity.      Certain hydrocarbons containing conjugated 

unsaturation are the basic monomers for the production of many of the synthetic 

rubbers. 
Each ethenoid bond is difunctional and capable of undergoing polymerization 

terminal ethenoid bonds having greater reactivity  in this respect than ethenoid 

bonds positioned towards the centres of molecules.       In certain circumstance» the 

terminal ethenoid group is known as a vinyl group.      This is exemplified by the 

greater difficulty experienced in effecting polymerization of such compounds as 

3,4-butene, 
While the polymerization of unsaturated hydrocarbon grouns forms the basis 

of most of the well-known thermoplastics other groups are capable of undergoing 

addition reactions by rearrangement of their constituent atoms.      This most commonly 

occurs by the fission of strained rings as  in the case of the epoxide resins or 

weak bonds in rings as in the case of Nylon 6 formation. 

Polycondensaticn Reactions 

If a compound A reacts with a compound B to  form product C by elimination 

of water, or other low molecular weight by-products, the reaction is said to be 

that of condensation.      The simplest condensation reaction is perhaps the 

•lamination of water between an acid and an alcohol to form an ester.      This 

•rocass being analogous to that of salt formation in the field of inorganic 

cbomistry but, whereas in salt formation the reaction occurs spontaneously on 

mixing, esterification is brought about only by th* positive removal of water 

between the acid and alcohol. 
In the manufacture of the nylons we have an example of initial salt formation 

botvoon organic bases (diamines) and diacids followed by elimination of water from 

the »alt to form the polymer.      Salt formation occuring on mixing the two ingredients 

•ad condensation occuring only on heating at high temperature.      (See Diagram 4). 
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ñt major importance in the synthesis cf thermosetting resins is the reaction 

tf aldehydes, particularly formaldehyde, with a variety of polyfunction compounds 

!• fom methylol groups which can subsequently co-react by condensation to cause 

•flocular growth. 

Although the major classification of synthetic poJvàiers is derived from 

Strac turai confiderai ions and reaction types further sub-classification derives 

such factors as: 

The chemical class and nature of the starting materials 

(building bricks) 

In the case of polymérisation products: 

a. The type of unsaturation in the monomer, in particular 

polymers derived from monomers containing conjugate 

unsaturation such as butadiene, form the basis of the 

synthetic rubbers. 

b. Whether a single monomer is employed to form a Homopolymer 

or whether a plurality of different monomers are employed 

to give Co-polymers which may, for example, be binary or 

ternary. 

C. Wiether substituent groups in the polymer chain are 

randomly directed (atactic), all directed in the same 

«my in respect of the polymer chain (isotactic) or 

directed alternately in groups in different but regular 

directions (syndiotactic). 

4. ty physical characteristics, in particular, the extent 

•f crystal Unity a factor very much influenced by c. 

above. 

t. UM physical state in which the polymer i ta tí on reaction 

mas been effected, vie. bulk, solution, suspension or 

«MlsiO«. 
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!» tat ease of polycondensation product«: 

a. Tht nature of the condensation reaction. 

b, The chemical type of starting Material e.g. phenolic, 

aainoplast, urethane etc. 

e. Whether or not the product is curable. 

è.   The nature of its properties for example, oil 

solubility, adhesive characteristics, chemical 

resistance. 

t. Structure of the cured product, particularly in 

taras of its end use such as - composite, foaa 

•r east. 
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Paper 2 

THERMOPLASTIC: SYNTHETIC  POLYMERS 
'  !•  i • i •  •    •' 

By far the highest proDortion of products within this group are those 

derived by polymerization, of these the following are of major importance: 

Polyvinyl Chloride, and vinyl chloride co-polymers. 

Polystyrene, styrene co-polymers and styrene based 

polymer blends. 

Polyolefines. 

Polymethyl methacrylate and acrylics. 

Polyvinyl esters and derived products. 

Before discussing these individually it is advisable to briefly discuss 

plasticization. 

While certain plastics possess an inherent flexibility others may suffer 

from such disadvantages as brittleness, excessive stiffness at the temperatures 

which have to operate during the forming stages of processing, lack cf resistance 

to fatigue, internal stresses.  In order to offset these disadvantages 

plasticization is frequently necessary and plastici ration methods may be fall 

into the following classes. 

External Plasticization 

Involves the incorporation into the polymer of a non-voiatile 

plasticizer which is mutually compatible therewith. 

Such plasticizers may be either high boiling compounds such 

as phthalates of C. to C.- alcohols, the commonest being Di 

Octyl phthalate (POP) which is in fact di 2-ethyl hexyl 

phthalate and Di isooctylphthalate (MOP) which are the 

general purpose plasticizers for PVC.  Secondly, come the 

phosphate plasticizers such as tricresyl phosphate which in 

addition tends to confer a degree of fire-retardance, then 

the esters of the saturated aliphatic di acids such as the 

adipates and sebacates, which are particularly useful in 

confering low temperature flexibility.  Relatively low 

molecular weight polyesters of adipic and sebacic acids 

with ethylene or propylene glycols are also used, 

especially when a high degree of resistance to migration 

is required. (See Diagram 5). 
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internal Plast?¿ization 

Effecter; by introducing b. flcxiblising etc.  c.~-Tiono^:r 

prior te polymerization. 

A classic example of this technique is given by tî'C vire 

of vinyl chloride-vinyl  acetate co-polymer,  conati niv-x 

about $% vinyl acetate in order to ensure adequate iir"<- 

t> give exact, reproduction  in the manufacture  of mc-o- 

grooved gramophone records. 

Polymer Blending 

Polymers such as polystyrene cannot be effectively 

plasticized by conventional plasticizers, which rsauce 

their hardness and increase their therrao-softening 

characteristics.      Thus in order to enhance it?  ir.pact 

strength plastici zation is effected by blending '"?th 

compatible rubbers,   in particular butadierc-styrene 

rubbers.     This is  effected either by direct bWdir.t; 

in an extruder-blender or by overcoating a butadiene 

styrene co-polymer  latex with in-situ polymerized 

styrene. 

POLYMERIZATION 

The subject of polymerization is exceedingly broad and, owir? to spac 

limitations, can only be dealt with in outlire.      Polymerization Jì ur.sftuv?.'•"•-. 

compounds is normally effected catalytically.      Catalyst? beir.g of    rht; 

free-radicle, ionic or Friedel-Craft3 type       For    simplicity •>.-. b^;--i¿ 

mechanism of free-radicle catalysis is outlined in Diagram 6.      The cc^nnrucl 

free-radicle catalysts are organic peroxides or hydroperoxides.      -t tit* 

initiation stage the catalyst splits into two free-radicles cash cf /u::- ccr, 

open the unsaturated group by addition to one carbon Atom, the act.;,« c.r.ni.r- >-v_iv: 
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2. 

transferred to the other carbon atom in the group.      This 

moiety then functions as a free-radicle and as chain 

growth proceeds the active centre is  transferred along the 

chain to a terminal position.      This stage is known as 

Propagation.       Termination of chain growth can occur only 

neutralization of the active centre by one of the 

conditions described in the diagram. 

Polymerization may be. effected in any of the following ways: 

1.      Bulk Polymerization        -      In which the monomer  is 

undiluted. 

Solution polymerization - In which case the solvent 

«ay be selected either so that: 

(a) The monomer is soluble and the polymer 

is insoluble. 

(b) Both the monomer and polymer are soluble. 

Suspension Polymerization - In which the monomer 

is suspended in water with slow stirring, in the 

form of droplets, by means of a protective colloid, 

to give a polymer in the form of spherical beads. 

Emulsion Polymerization - The monomer is emulsified 

in water, by means of an emulsifying agent (soap) and 

a protective colloid and then polymerized to a latex. 

Heterogeneous Polymerization - In which the catalyst 

is in a separate phase from the monomer e.g. A gaseous 

liquid monomer in contact with a solid catalyst. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

MAJOR THERMOPLASTICS PRODUCED BY ETHENOID POLYMERIZATION 

*•    Vinyl Chloride etc. Polymers    (Diagram 7) 

This class includes PVC itself, by far the most importent, vinyl chioride- 

acetate co-polyraers and polyvinylidene chloride. 

PVC is normally produced by emulsion polymerization using 

• peroxide catalyst.      As the monomer is gaseous at normal 
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pressures reaction is effected in pressure vessels. 

PVC is characterised by its horn-like qualities in 

unplasticized (or rigid") state and its capacity to 

tolerate a wide range of plasticizer concentration 

i.e. up to at least 48% to give a wide variety of 

products of varying degrees of flexibility and 

extensibility from rigid to rubbery gels. 

Vinyl chloride acetate co-polymers (already discussed) 

are produced in a similar manner to that, of PVC and 

are used in various applications ranging from adhesives 

and coatings to moderately rigid products (some bottles) 

where enhanced flow during fabrication is demanded. 

The co-polymer of vinyl chloride witn vinyUdine chloride 

(PVDC) is tough with very good flexibility and has 

superior heat resistance to PVC is most commonly known 

as Samn  in the form of extruded threads used in the 

manufacture of exterior upholstery (Deck chair etc. 

canvas) 

The main disadvantage of PVC lies in its lack of resistance to heat and 

U-V light, for this reason the incorporation of stabilisers - metal soaps etc. 

for heat stability and polyphenols etc. for U-V stability is invariably practiced. 

2. Polystyrene (Diagram 8) 

Styrene polymers and co-polymers form a very important group of materials 

whose applications range from the widely recognised crystal clear rigid mouldings 

through to the synthetic rubber GR-S, this range includes: 

Polystyrene produced by bulk polymerization in the presence 

of free-radicle catalysts.  Moulding powders (crystal) being 

compounded with soluble dyestuffs extruded and cut into pellets. 

Suspension polymers are also produced but have not the same 

degree of clarity as the bulk polymerized material.  One 

interesting class of suspension polymer are the beads produced 
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for foaming.      In this case the monomer is mixed 

with the foaming agent  (a low-boiling solvent such , 

as pentane) and catalyst dispersed in water 

containinp, a suspending agent,  usually polyvinyl , 

alcohol stirred to form the suspension and 

polymerized in the form of spherical beads. 

While polystyrene can be emulsion polymerized this 

is not usually done as  the particles do not coalesce 

to form a film on drying, unless plasticizers ore 

added, which tend to cause tackiness and detract 

from its thermal properties.      High impact Polystyrene 

is generally produced by emulsion polymerization onto i 

» synthetic rubber (GR-S)  latex. I 

Styrène Co-polymers 

Tri« most important of these are: 

ABS - a ternary co-polymer of styrene, butadiene 

and acrylonitrile used extensively in the 

manufacture of extruded sheet for vacuum forming. 

Styrene-but ad i en e co-polymer - in which the 

styrene preponderates e.g. app. 62.5% styrene, 

57.5% butadiene which is used in the manufacture 

of semi-hard rubbers as a modifier.      Styrene- 

butadiene co-polymer in which the butadiene 

preponderates e.g. butadiene 62.5% + styrene 

37.5% - for the important group of   GR-S synthetic 

rubbers.      The general purpose replacement or 

extender for natural rubber. 

1.    Polyolefines    (Diagram 9) 

This group of polymers comprises mainly:   The polyethyUnes (High and 

density) and polypropylene and more recently Poly 4-methyl pentone -1 (TPX-I.C!)   » 

Polyethylene - Low Density    -    This inherently flexible 

polymer is produced by the polymerization of ethylene 

: t* 
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at high pressure;    approx.   2,000 p.s.i.;    in the 

presence of a free-radicle catalyst. 

Polyethylene - High Density    -    During the early 

1950's Karl Ziegler discovered that  ethylene could 

be polymerized at low pressure in the presence of 

Modified Friedel-Crafts  catalysts based upon 

coni)inations of aluminium alkyls  and mixed Titanium 
3+ 4+ chlorides  (Ti      and Ti    )   to give  a polymer which 

was harder, more rigid and of higher density than 

the conventional polyethylene  (i.e.  app.   .96 to 0.93). 

It rapidly found application in mouldings,  film and 

sheet and particularly in hollow, blow moulded 

containers. 

Hie difference in properties between the two materials 

is primarily due to the fact that becuase of the method 

of polymerization the LD material contains a high 

element of branched chains and is consequently 

substantially non-crystalline in its nature i.e. 

because of the chain branching the molecules do not 

'   pack as closely as those of the unbranched material 

and are consequently  less susceptible to orientation 

on drawing or passage through narrow orifices during 

extrusion. 

polypropylene      -    Practically simultaneously with the 

work of Ziegler, Natta in Italy discovered that similar 

catalysts had the capacity to influence the path ou 

polymerization to effect    isotacticity and the propylene 

could be polymerized in such a manner that the pendent 

•ethyl groups remained on the same side of the polymer 

chain.      Because of this factor the molecules in 

»•iypropylene are highly regular and PP is characterised 

by its high crystallinity.      This  characteristic is 

exploited in many ways, particularly in fibrillate«! 
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fil«», fibrt* «lid so-called Living Htn^ei.       Ino 

concept of tacticity, which is of particular 

importance not only to the understanding of the 

polyolafines but also of the behaviour of many 

elastomer*, is shown in Diagram 10. 

4.      Acrylics    (Diagra« 11) 
Acrylic polymers are derived from esters of acrylic acid or substitute* 

acrylic acid,  in particular esters of methacrylic acid,  the aiost important 

monomer being methyl methacrylate. 

Polymethyl methacrylate    -    During the 1930»s I.C.I. 

Invented the process of bulk polymerising KfHA between 

sheets of glass to produce the clear, tough plastic 

sheet known as Penpex.      Although PUMA is  capable 

of withstanding temperatures up to that of boiling 

water without significant distortion, it is  readily 

thermo-formable at temperatures just above  100 C. 

tué can be shaped with simple tools prepared from 

cheap materials such as wood.      In the uiuaodified 

state bulk polymerized PW4A is difficult to adapt 

to the injection moulding process.      Injection moulding 

grados of WWA can, however, be produced by modification! 

introduced during the polymerisation process in order 

to improve flow characteristics, typical of these is 

the introduction of chain transfer agents to control 

molecular weight.      The combination of clarity and 

impact strength of PttMA mouldings is exploited by their 

use in the manufacture of automotive lighting lenses. 

Further modifications can also be effected to produce 

special purpose grades of sheet in order to achieve.. 

for example, improved standards of fire-retardance. 

Grados of cast polymer, capable of undergoing further 

heat cure may be produced by the introduction of 

pol y functional co-monomers such as ally! »ethacrylate. 
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Acrylic Co-polymers   -   Of rapidly increasing importance 

in the surface coatings field, binary and ternary 

co-polymers embodying various groupings are produced to 

give virtually tailor made properties.      Basic effects 

being imparted according to the substituent group in 

the monomer as follows: 

Acrylic esters More flexible than Methacrylic esters 

Free acids (viz acrylic acid and methacrylic acid) - water 

soluble. 

•:*• 

i 
Alcoholic Group 

Methyl 

iutyl-n- 

lutyl-t- 

Octyl 
(2-ethyl hexyl) 

Hydrocarbon Radicle 

1 C atom 

4 C atom 

4 

Rigid 

Flexible 

Less than -n- but 
laproved solubility 
characteristics 

Highly flexible • 

These are summarised. (Diagram 12) 

Polyvinyl Acetate    (Diagram 13) 
Originally bulk polymerized PVAc was produced in the form 

of a moulding powder (Gelva), largely owing to its low 

softening temperature and relatively poor water resistance 

this has now been superseded by other moulding materials. 

Emulsion polymerized PVAc has, however, assumed considerable 

importance both as a surface coatings binder and in the 

formulation cf adhesives.      Perhaps, however, the most 

interesting application of PVAc is in its use as an 

intermediate in the production of Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA 

or PVOH).    This is a water soluble polymer which finds 

application in the following fields :- 
i.     As a protective colloid (suspending agent). 

ii.     In the production of water-soluble fibres 

and films, which can be insolublised by 

V < 

* 
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by reaction with,  for example, formaldehyde, 

iii.       As an intermediate in the production of the 

polyvinyl acetáis by reaction with various , 

aldehydes the principle aldehydes involved t 

being: 
Formaldehyde    -    to produce polyvinyl formal - 

used in adhesives. 

Acetaldehyde -  Polyvinyl acetal - declining in 

use. 

Butyraldehyde - Polyvinyl butyral    - used in 
safety glass interlayers,  insulating 

varnishes etc. 

MISCELLANEOUS POLYMERS  (Diagram 14) 
Polyoxymethylenes    -    These are stable polymers of very pure 

formaldehyde manufactured initially by Du Pont under the trade 

name Delrin.      They are hard and tough with excellent abrasion 

resistance and can be moulded to high precision. 

Polycarbonates    -    e.g.     htikrolon   -    Farbenfabriken Bayer. 

These are an example of polymers which embodied aromatic 

elements in the chain itself and in consequence have 

significantly higher softening ranges than those polymers 

already considered.      In addition they are colourless and 

possess excellent clarity.      They are used in a range of 

applications  including exterior light fittings  (street lights) 

and sterilizable items such as babies feeding bottles.      They 

are produced by the reaction of bisphenol A,  (bis 4-4' 

-dihydroxy-dibenzyl-propane) with phosgene  (C0C12). 

Polyethylene terephthalate 
This linear aromatic polyester, discovered by Winfield % Dixon 

is better known as the synthetic fibre Terylene.      Its use in 

the fibre form (Mellinex) has increased very sharply over the 

last 10 years because of the combination of very high strength, 

clarity and flexibility it possesses. 

i 

• 
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Particularly as a re.ult of the demand» of the aerospace and aviation 

industrie» much development has been directed towards obtaining polymers of 

progressively higher softening ranges.      Much work has been done on the 

preparation of polymers embodying inorganic elements in their chains.      With 

the exception of the Silicones, this work has not been highly successful and 

the emphasis has now been switched to the production of a wide range of polymers 

«bodying highly »romatic chains, e.g. polypyromellitic acid and polypyromellitide», 

- i 
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Payer 3 

THERMOSETTING    SYNTHETIC    POLYMERS 

Whereas the majority of thermoplastics are recognised as  such, mainly 

because they are directly employed  in the manufacture of finished articles with 

relatively little modification, thermosetting resins on the other hand are 

frequently so modified that they  tend to lose their identity in that ol  the 

finished product.       For example,  it  is easy to recognise a f.iossy table cloth as 

Plastic but an abrasive wheel bonded by means of a phenolic rtsm is rarciy,  JI evnr 

associated with plastics.      Thus  it  is possible to regard the tnormósets as the 

submerged section of the plastics  iceberg. 

The broad scope of the application of the more important  theriaoscts  is 

outlined in Diagram 15. 
The largest class of thermosets, which have  the broadest  application of all 

plastics materials,  is that of the  aldehyde condensation products, the applications 

of many of these pre-dacing those uf the non-cellulosic thermoplastics.      These 

products are based upon the capacity of aldehydes  to combine with chemical  groups 

containing active hydrogen atoms to form methylol or substituted methylol  groups 

which,  in turn condense with each other or with other active hyd.-ogen atoms to fonr. 

methylene or substituted methylene  linkages-      The active hydrogen atoms with which 

the aldehydes react are principally located as follows: 

(a) When benzene (cyclic C^)  is substituted by a 

hydroxyl group (phenol) this group activates 

the reactivity of the hydrogen atoms in the 

positions ortho and para to it.      An amino 

group behaves in a somewhat similar manner to 

the hydroxyl group but the aniline-aldehyde 

resins have never achieved the commercial 

significance of the phenolics. 

(b) The hydrogen constituents of amino groups them- 

selves are reactive towards aldehydes, 

particularly when they are enhanced by the 

presence of an adjacent unsaturated bond, such 

as occurs in urea with the carbonyl group or 

oe lamine with uns »titration within the triazine 

ring. 
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These two types of activation lead to the two major groups of aldehyde i^ir.:;, 

namely the phenolics and the aminoplasts.      It is proposed to consider tho chemistry 

of the phenolics in somewhat greater detail than the other thermosets a? this 

presents a considerably clearer picture of the types of reaction involved. 

PHENOLIC RESINS 

The basic chemistry of phenolic resin formation is presented in Diagrams 16 

and 17.      The fundamental difference between the single stage resin?  (Resoles)  and 

the two stage resins (Novolaks)  is entirely dependent upon the instability of the 

laethylol group under acidic conditions.      If the initial  reaction is effected \ith 

acid catalysts the methylol groups condense so rapidly that control cannot, be 

effected thus if the amount of aldehyde is sufficient, gelation inevitably occurs 

prematurely. 

In the formulation of phenolic resins,  in addition to the use of or 

modification by the phenol and aldehyde variants shown in Diagrams 18 to 2C 

other major variations may be effected as follows: 

1.      Resoles 

(a) Formaldehyde ratio. 
Generally the minimum amount of combined formaldehyde- 

necessary to achieve cureability is slightly less than 

0.9 molar.  As this ratio is exceeded, yields improve 

and cure is accelerated up to about 1.5 molar. 

Higher aldehyde ratios are employed in the formulation 

of cold«curing adhesives which harden under the 

influence of acid catalysts such as hydrochloric acid 

» or para toluene sulphonic acid and in the manufacture 

of cast phenolic resins ratios of up to 2.5 molar are 

frequently employed. 

(b) Catalyst. 
While the normal catalyst for resole manufacture is 

sodium hydroxide other basic catalysts are uied to 

obtain special effects, these include: 
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Novolaks 

Ammonium hydroxide - when used in conjunct ici; 

with  low aldehyde  ratios» low melting solid 

resoles may be obtained, having reduced 

solubility in water but good solubility in 

lower alcohols        The electrica) propertñ-.s 

of these resins are superior to  chose c*\«.*y$vd 

with sodium hydroxide. 

TriethanokMiiine  -   Frequency usoa to t'oi ialite 

resins having high water dispersaci Hry, 

Barium hydroxide  - Subsequently neutralised 

with sulphuric acid and removed as barium 

sulphate is used to produce salt-free, resins 

of low ash content 

When conventional  acid catalysts are employed,  such 

as oxallic acid cr sulphuric acid, the result-.g 

novolak chains contain methylene linkages substituted 

in both the ortho and para positions on the phenol 

nuclei.      Various  technics have bean discovered 

whereby the proportion of ortho-crtho linkiges is 

Maximised       The most important of these is the use 

of Group lib metal  salt catalysts, such as ziv.z 

acetate.     The importance of the High (h-ihe novclakc 

lies in their faster cure coupled with superior flou, 

characteristics, 

While resoles are mainly employed in aqueous or alcoholic sciatic« or a; 

syrups of up to «bout 85% solids content for a very wide variety of ir.mr.wial 

applications, the main application, cf the novolak» include : 

Moulding Powders:      The crushed novolak, together 

with hexamine, reinforcing filler (mostly wociflour) 

pigments, lubricants are compounded either on heated 
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rolls or in a heated extruder-raixer carefully 

controlled to specific curing times and flow f 

characteristics, rapidly cooled and granulatevi 

to specific screen sizes.     Such powders, which 

may be pre-formed as  large pellets,  are fabricate:' 

by compression or transfer aoulding.      In recent 

years injection moulding techniques have alsr 

been developed. 

Powder Resins:      Novolaks say be ground to mesh 

sizes as fine as 200 mesh and blended with 

suitably ground hexamine.     Such combinations 

form the basis of many dry forming operations 

including abrasive wheels, clutch linings disc 

and moulded brake linings. 

Solutions :     Solutions of novolaks  in lower 

alcohols are used in the pre-coating of sand 

for the production of shell »ouIds and cores 

for foundry use and in the Manufacture of flame *' 

cureable sprays for coating foundry mould*. 

AMINOPLAST RESINS 

Of the ami nop lasts the urea-formaldehyde resins are of considerable 

importance as they represent the cheapest of the thermosetting binders.      Thsy arc 

almost invariably employed when product cost is the overriding factor.      Their mcz% 

important outlet is for general purpose wood bonding ranging from plvwood to 

chipboard manufacture.      The manufacture of low-priced pastel ¿huic ¡r.ouiJing 

powders.      U-Fs may be foamed during the curing operation usually by mechanical 

whipping.      In this form they are used in the preparation of thermal insulation 

within cavity walls, as foam blocks for flower display  {Florcpak) and. whtt.i the 

pores are filled with paraffin, as fire-lighters.      In contrast to ;hí v-he'jîuics 

which tend to be brown in colour and have a tendency to yellow with K?O, the. 

aminoplasts are translucent white in colour.     Unfortunately, the lî-T-à suffer from 

i 

* 

»• 
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the disadvantage of poor water resistance and durability.      When these conditions 

•re demanded, the phenolics are usually employed.      When high water resistance and 

durability, coupled with pale colour, is demanded, melamine-formaldehyde resins are 

used.      Typical examples of such applications are the use of moulding powders based 

upon melamine-formaldehyde resins in the manufacture of plastic tableware and the 

use of melamine-formaldehyde resins in the surface papers t-f decorative laminates. 

Other, perhaps  lesser known, applications for aminoplast resins  include: 

Textile Sizes and Dressings  - particularly to impart crease 

resistance in drip-dry apparel. 

Wet-Strength Papers:     Urea-formaldehyde and more frequently 

melamine-formaldehyde resins are added at the beater stage of 

paper formation to impart high wet strength in items ranging 

from bank notes to packaging and filter papers. 

Fertilisers:    Cured U-F resins have been used as slow release 

fertilisers as a nitrogen source for lawns etc. 

In general the initial condensation products of aminoplasts have a higher 

water solubility than those of the phenolics.      On further condensation they form 

colloidal dispersions and gels which are capable of undergoing syneresis.      Their 

solubility in alcoholic solvents may be enhanced by combining the methylol compounds 

with lower alcohol, particularly methanol to give improved stability in methanol- 

water solutions and with butanol to impart partial solubility in hydrocarbons. 

The butylated melamine formaldehyde resins, plasticised with non-drying oil alkyds, 

particularly from castor oil, form the basis of the stoving finishes employed in 

the manufacture of such consumer durables as refrigerators. 

The main aminoplasts are outlined in Diagram 21.       The chemistry of resin 

formation is rather more complex than that of the phenolics, certain aspects of it 

being still rather speculative. 

Although the initial methylolation reaction is effected under mildly alkaline 

conditions, with further condensation being heat induced, final cure may be 

catalysed by the presence of acidic materials, including phosphoric acid for foams, 

ammonium chloride for wood bonding or latent hardeners for moulding powders. 
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Combinations of aminoplast resins with cellulose have remained important 

since their commercial inception during the early 1920»s.      Cellulose remains  the 

most important filler for aminoplast moulding powders and at the cruder end of the 

scale U-F resins are still used extensively as the binders for pulp mouldings, 

typified    by egg boxes. 

EPOXIDE RESINS 

Although epoxide resins may be prepared from a variety of dihydric phenols, 

phenolic novolaks and the like, in practice the commercial resins are mainly based 

upon the reaction of epichlorhydrin with bisphenol A.     The typical reactions being 

shown in Diagram 22.        They are characterised by a unique range of properties having 

a combination of chemical resistance, adhesive character and relative lack of 

brittleness and low shrinkage during cure. 

Til« »olecular weight of the resin, in the uncured state, is entirely 

controlled by the proportions of reactants selected.      As their cure is dependent 

largely upon the reaction of the terminal epoxide groups they are generally not as 

highly croas-linked as many of the other thermosets, hence their capacity to 

accommodate a higher degree of internal stressing. 

unlike the phenolics and aminoplasts, they are not capable of cure by heat 

alone, but require the action of hardening agents or catalysts. 

Principal hardening agents include acid anhydrides, phenolic and aminoplast 

resins, in the latter case, particularly, butylated melanine resins.      These 

particular combinations are all characterised by the need for heat during the 

curing operation. 

The two types of catalyst systems by which epoxide resins can be cured under 

ambient conditions include tertiary amines and Lewis acids, such as boron tri fluoride, 

both of which contain a lone pair of electrons on the central atom which is capabl« 

of initiating polymerisation by rupturing the epoxide ring. 
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Important applications of the epoxide resins include: 

Reinforced plastics -    by virtue of their adhesive capacity 

the resin-glass fibre bond is of high strength and the 

inherent chemical resistance of the cured resin is exploited 

in the manufacture of such items as tanks for the chemical 

industry. 

Castings -    The combination of low shrinkage, excellent 

adhesion and clarity make the epoxides eminently suitable 

for the encapsulation of electrical and electronic 

components.      Larger casting of epoxides filled with inert 

Mineral fillers have gained a considerable hold in the 

Manufacture of patterns, jigs and stretch tools, while their 

chemical  resistance has enabled epoxy castings to be utilised 

in the manufacture of pipes,  joints elbows and pump casings 

for the chemical industry. 

Adhesives -    The use of epoxides in adhesives ranges from 

dones tic two-part cold curing adhesives sold in squeeze 

tubes -  the only really satisfactory type of adhesive for 

repairing broken china - through to structural adhesives 

for the aircraft industry. 

Epoxy Esters, which have been developed as surface coating 

media, are normally prepared by reacting drying oil fatty 

acids with solid epoxide resins.      In this reaction, both 

the hydroxyl groups and epoxide groups of the resin are 

functional. 

UNSATURATED POLYESTER RESINS 

unsaturated polyester resins are essentially solutions of mixed glycol 

maleate/phthalates dissolved in a vinyl monomer with which they co-polymerize 

during the curing process to give clear, pale coloured infusible-insoluble 

products.     By far their main application is in the manufacture of reinforced 
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plastics.     It was,  in fact, the development of the unsaturated polyester system 

which enabled the reinforced plastics field to develop to the extent which it has 

today. 

A typical general purpose resin,  the preparation of which is outlined in 

Diagram 23, would consist of a 60% solution of an ethylene glycol maleate/phthalate, 

having an approximate phthalic anhydride to maleic anhydride ratio of 2»j to 1, in 

monomeric styrene.       Special purpose resins being derived from such a product by 

combinations of variation in the proportions of the ingredients and substitution 

of alternative ingredients, the most important of which include: 

Variant 

Increase in maleic content 

Use of propylene glycol in place 
of ethylene glycol. 

Use of isophthalic acid in place 
of phthalic anhydride. 

Partial or complete replacement of 
phthalic anhydTide by tetrachorphthalic 
anhydride or chlorendic acid.* 

Partial replacement of styrene 
by methyl methacrylate. 

Replacement of styrene by diallyl 
phthalate. 

Addition of U-V stabilisers. 

Addition of colloidal silica. 

Effect 

Improved reactivity, thermal stability, 
rigidity and resistance to chemicals 
and weathering. 

Improved styrene tolerance i.e.  lower 
viscosity solids ratio. 

Improved flexural strength and moduli, 
lower water absorbtion. 

Fire resistance. 

Improved transparency of glass fibre 
composites. 

Non-volati le monomer - used in 
pre-imprégnâtion processes. 

Reduction of after-yellowing. 

Imparts thixotropy. 

• Chlorendic meid - the adduct of hexachlorcyclopentadiene and maleic anhydride. 

Premature gelation during transit and storage is prevented by the incorporation of 

inhibitors, particularly, hydroquinone. 

••; r 
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The resins may be cured by the addition of combinations of peroxide catalysts 

and promoters either at ambient temperatures or by heating.      The  curing process 

invariably  involving an exothermic reaction.      Typical catalyst-promoter 

combinations being shown in Diagram 23. 

The proportions of catalyst and promoter can be adjusted to  give a wide range 

of curing rates and normally are varied between 0.5 and 2.0% of the resin. 

OIL MODIFIED ALKYDS 

By far the most important range of resins used in the preparation of paints, 

varnishes  and lacquers are the oil modified alkyds, the world production of which 

is in excess of 1 billion tons per annum.      Modified alkyd generally are described 

(see Diagram 24)   as linear polyesters  containing pendant fatty acid groups.     This 

description is an oversimplification of the most important group,   the drying oil 

»odi fi ed alkyds as during manufacture,  polymerization, adduct formation and other 

side reactions lead to a much more complex situation. 

Alkyds are classified according to the following factors relating to their 

composition: 
1. Type of Oil modification    -    Whether drying or non-drying oil 

fatty acids are used. 

2. Proportion of Oil used        -     'OIL LENGTH' 
Phthalic Anhydride 

Oil Length Oil Content Content % 

Short 3S-45 above 35 

Medium 46-S5 30-35 

Long 56-70 20-30 

. Very Long Above 71 below 20 

3. Polyhydric alcohol e cloyed -   A fairly wide range of polyols 

may be used the most popular being glycerol and pentaerythritol, 

less common polyols include, for example, dipentaerythritol and 

triwethylolethane. 
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4. The dibasic acid employed   -    Although phthalic anhydride 

is by far the most commonly employed,   isophthalic acid 

has gained in popularity, and the r.iore flexible aliphatic 

diacids such as adipic and sebacic are used  for special 

purpose formulations.      Unsaturated acids,  particularly 

maleic anhydride and fumarie acid may also be employed 

as replacements of partial replacements for the phthalic 

anhydride. 

5. The precise fatty acid and/or oil used -    Among the drying 

oils the following, roughly classified according to their 

reactivity, are: 

Drying 
Speed 

Fastest 
Oil 

Iodine value 
(Unsaturation) 

Tung 170 

Linseed 180 

Dehydrated castor 155 

Safflower 140 

Soya 135 

Tall oil (fatty acids) 12S 

Castor 85 

Coconut 9 

Slowest 

Non-drying mainly used 
for plasticising 

; butylated aminoplast 
1 stoving finishes 

The Manufacturing process outline    described in Diagram 24 is the most 

popular of a number of so-called fusion processes.      During recent years, however, 

it'has been found that better control may be exercised during the esterif i cation 

Stage by the addition of entrainers, particularly aromatic hydrocarbons to effect 

aieotropic removal of the water of condensation.       Very many further modifications 

©f alkyds are possible.      These may be based upon blending with other products such 

as resin based materials, phenolic, aminoplast epoxy and silicone resins or the 

chemical modifications involving, for example, styrenation or malienization. 
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POLYUKETHANES 

The common reactions capable of being undergone by isocyanate groups, which 

are described in Diagram 25, indicate some idea of the scope arising in the 

preparation of polyurethane, polyureas and polyallophanaces, which provide tht 

basis of polyurethane chemistry. 

In view of the complexity of the reactions involved and the variety of 

possibilities, it is convenient to classify the polyurethane* by their end-use 

applications in the broad terms of: 

Elastomers 

Castings of varying degrees of flexibility and hardness 

Adhesives 

Surface coatings 

Rigid and flexible foams 

which can be illustrated by the following selected examples. 

Elastomers: 
Polyurethane rubbers, possessing a high order of chemical resistance, 

abrasion resistance and durability can be prepared by the reaction of 

long chain diols, polyester on polyether based,  with excess diisocyanate, 

frequently diphenylmethane diisocyanate to produce isocyanate 

terminated chains which are then extended by reaction with glycols, 

diamines or triols.      During the chain extension reection,  for 

example with glycols,  some interaction between the urethana groups 

formed and other terminal isocyanate groups, occurs to initiate 

cross-linking via allophanate groups. 

Coatings: 
Tough, chemical and abrasion resistant coatings based upon poiyurethanos 

may be classified as two part, one shot or polyurethane oils. 

The two part coatings comprising for example, a triol reacted with 

excess diisocyanate to give isocyanate termination as one component 

which then cures on mixing with a hydroxy terminated polyester or 

polyether. 
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The one shot system is based upon a stable isocyanate terminated 

pre-polymer which cures by reaction with atmospheric moisture. | 

The urethane oils are based, upon isocyanate modified drying oils. 

The oil is alcoholisec with glycerol to a mixture of mono and 

diglycerides which are reacted with diisocyanate to increase their 

molecular weight, final drying being effected by normal oxidative 

polymerization. 

Foams : 

Originally flexible polyurethane foams were prepared by reacting 

carboxy terminated polyesters, such as polyethylene glycol 

adipate, with toluene diisocyanate which simultaneously effected 

cure and liberated carbon dioxide.  More recently, polyethers 

have become popular as starting materials, in addition to being 

hydroxy terminated, they also contain hydroxyl groups pendent to 

the molecular chains.  Cure and foaming being brought about by 

the introduction of toluene diisocyanate and water, in conjunction 

with a tertiary amine catalyst to accelerate the urethane reaction. 

To produce rigid polyether foams the proportion of non-terminal 

hydroxyl groups is increased to effect a higher degree of crost- 

1inking and the introduction of higher proportions of aromatic 

nuclei. 

? 






